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This work embraces the measurement of angular distributions and excitation functions 
for proton radiative capture to the ground and excited states of 13N, in energy steps from 
E p =  40 to E p =  52MeV.
Legendre polynomial fits to the angular distributions are made and the energy vari­
ation of Legendre coefficients is established for several (p, 7 ) transitions involving states 
up to  an excitation energy of 15 MeV. The polynomial coefficients are explained by large 
dipole-quadrupole interference effects, particularly interesting at excitation energies cor­
responding to twice (£„ ~  46 MeV) the centroid value of the ground state based Giant 
Dipole Excitation. Broad resonances are found in the (p,7o) &nd the (p, 72+3) channels, 
which involve final states that are members of the same rotational band and therefore 
should present very similar internal structures as the almost equivalent Legendre coef­
ficients substantiate. For other excited states similar trends have been found although 
within limits imposed by larger experimental errors.
The 2hw -+ Ihuj transition is found largely superimposed on inelastic proton scattering 
channels, contrary to what was established in previous experiments. Upper limits for the 
excitation functions are extracted and only for the highest measured energy point are the 
two contributions clearly separated.
This reasearch program is based on a newly-developed anti-coincidence large-volume 
scintillation spectrometer designed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation code. Sp jcific 
tests performed with Tandem accelerator beams, and routine application at higher energies, 
demonstrate the excellent correspondence of the design expectations with the performance 
as measured, for this spectrometer.
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CHAPTER 1
R A D IA T IV E  C A P T U R E  T O  L IG H T  A N D  M E D IU M  N U C L E I
1-1  G e n e ra l co m m e n ts
Polarized and unpolarized deuteron and proton radiative capture studies from about 
iM eV  to a few hundred MeV have covered final nuclei from 3He to 40 Ca. A review of 
the literature so far produced on this subject, even if the analysis has to be limited to the 
ensemble of papers which have led so far to the major break-throughs in the field, can 
give a comprehensive picture of the actual situation and the opportunity of identifying the 
problems and goals of an experimental program in the range of energies available at the
National Accelerator Centre (NAO).
The extent of radiative capture physics studies emerges immediately from the plots
of the "relative production” (figure 1) of (p , l ) ,  (p,T), KT )  - ( ^ )  and of the ”enersy 
distribution" (figure 2) based on a. set of about eighty relevant papers and classified with
respect to the final nucleus mass. Most of the attention has been dedicated to double closed
s h e l l  nuclei or to nuclei having one: leon off a doubly cosed shell. This is understandable,
experiment-wise, in terms of the high Q-values involved in capture reactions to even-even 
nuclei which allow reaching the Giant Dipole Resonance even with low energy beams and 
therefore reduced neutron background but also in terms of the relatively large spacing of 
low-lying states in the final nucleus which readily allows correct Identification of at least 
the first couple of -y transitions, even with elementary medium resolution 7  spectrometers. 
Theory-wise it is clear that calculations in closed shell or nearly closed shell nuclei can be 
performed under simplifying assumptions, as for example in the schematic GDR model 
164], It i6 aiSo of relevance that in light nuclei (and they represent most of our ensemble) one 
channel carries often a significant fraction of the dipole sum rule and the capture reaction 
measure just the GDR decay through one channel only. These We the bash reasons for 
the trend of the data In figure 2 where, with the exception of 12C and 28Si, the majority
Of the experimental points appears clustered in the excitation energy reglon corresponding
to the GDR, with only few but extremely important inroads Into higher energies, and few 
but important polarized projectile experiments.
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FIG U R E  1 Distribution of proton and dcuteron radiative capture experiments aa a function of the com­
pound nucleus mass, ■
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nuclei, >
The data on capture reactions to the ground state of the final nucleus are obviously 
complementary to those obtained by direct photonuclear reactions and experimental points 
can be easily compared for equivalent energies through the detailed balance, This charac­
terized the use of capture reactions in their inception, as a fruitful tool for the complemen­
tary study of photonuclear reactions. But a large amount of original information, given by 
radiative captures to excited nuclear states, has subsequently started to be collected and, 
has opened up a most interesting field of research in recent years. This draws to attention 
the possibilities offered at NAC, where the beam features available can make significant 
additions to the data set in figure 2, in those parts which our analysis shall attemp to
Specify.
1-2 P o la r iz e d  a n d  u n p o la r iz e d  p a n d  d c a p tu r e  to  3He
For few body systems like 3He, radiative capture reactions are essentially an im­
portant complement to direct photonuclear reactions since the ground state (p,1o) cross 
section is ralated through the detailed balance formula to the (l.Po), but with the ad­
vantage, common to all capture reactions, of having definite kinematics corresponding to 
monochromatic photons in the (qf.p) channel and with charged particle beam monitoring 
th a t is much more precise than any 7 dose measurement. The D(p,-y)3He as well as the 
1H(cZ,7 )3He, the D (p,7 )3He and the 1H (d,7 )3He reactions have been studied extensively 
and details of the cross section obtained by capture reactions from threshold to about 
500 MeV, contribute, with the corresponding two body photodisintegration data, a great 
deal of information on nuclear forces between bound nucleons W. Furthermore the analysis 
of precision angular distributions allows us to establish the composition of the ground state 
wave function in 3He and the excitation mechanism responsible for the capture reaction, 
bringing evidence over the influence of the D state and the S' (mixed symmetry) compo­
nents in the 3He Wave function. Finally, very recent polarized projectile capture studies 
allowed the singling out, rather unambiguously, of the contribution of various multipolari­
ties to the photonuclear cross section and precise measurements of the interference between 
contributing Waves in the entrance channel, Below 60 MeV the two tody photodislntegra- 
■ tlon total cross section of 3He(7,p)D (as obtained from both photonuclear reactions and
radiative captures), peaks at 5 e «  13MeV with measured, values scattered between 0.7 
and 1 mb. The low values are more like'y candidates for the true value, since tLe measure­
ments have smaller statistical errors and they are supported by the accurate 2H(p, 3He) 
calibration experiment 1=1 at EP =  10.1 MeV. Realistic 3He g.s. wave functions have been 
obtained by numerical solutions of the Fadeev equations or by variational methods 
HI, with similar results. This exact g.s. wave functions has been used to calculate the 
two body photodisintegration of aHe by adopting a one-body current operator and final 
proton undistorted, or by using one-body current operator and distorted proton waves, 
and Siegerr theorem and distorted waves to account for meson exchange currents 151. The 
importance of distortion in the final scattering state is proved by the rather good fitting 
to the experimental data peaking at 0.7 mb, while meson exchange currents (MEG) could 
account for the large measured peak values (1.2 mb) as observed in some experiments.
Angular distributions should be more dependent on the details of the three body wave 
function. This can be written as l6h
Via =  <l>,Ua +  {ftU"  “  ^"U"') [l l]
where a (s) denotes complete asymmetry (symmetry) with respect to the spatial coordi­
nates of any pair of nucleons in states Va>$« or to spin and isospin coordinates in Ua ,Ut , 
The </>'» V". W) U" are symmetric or antisymmetric not for the exchange of any pair of 
nucleons bu t of only two of them and arise physically from the different average separa­
tion of the n-p pair Compared to th a t of the p-p pair. The second term is the spatially 
symmetric S component while the third is the so-called S’ component of miXedsymmetrj. 
Furthermore there is a non-negligible probability of finding the final nucleus in a D state 
Bnd it is expected that the angular distribution is sensitive to both the S* and D States Of
the final nucleus.
The Legendre expansion of the angular distribution for Unpolarized particles and 
photons is given by:
A:.
■t a b l e t :
Multipole dependence of angular distribution Legendre coefficients 
an bn l ei ord kR  2nd ord k.R 3rd ord kR 4th ord kR  5th- ord kR
a0
aL 6i
|S 1|2
a2 b2 |£ 1 |2
( £ 1 , £ 1')
0 3  6 3
0 4  6 4
0 5  6 5  
OQ 6 3
|S 2 |2 +  |M1|2 |£ 3 |2 +  |M 2|2
(£ 1 ,£ 2 ) (£2, £3)
(£1,M 1) (£2, M2)
(M l, M2)
|£ 2 |2 |S 3 |2
|M l |2 (£ ° ,£ 3 ')
(£ 1 ,M ) jM2|2
(£1,M 2) (M2, M2')
(M l, £2) (S3, M2)
(£ 2, £ 2')
(M l, M l')
(£1 ,£2 ) (£2, £3)
(£2, M2)
(M l, M2)
(M l, £3)
|£2|2 
(£1 ,£3)
(£ 2, £ 2')
|£ 3 |2 
(£3, £3 ') 
|M 2|2 
(M2, MS') 
(£3,Af%)
(£2, £3)
(£3 , £3 ')
« a ,  coefficient is eeneiti.e to multipolee c o . t e W  , .  .lie In fe c tio n  ® *
to interference terma between the verious emplltndes I1. *s shown in Table -
a
a
X x
Ho.’W/.pj'lAfi.btVKji1 J t  H  X •» ait iSTrviiUWlt/ltii . til A: jk Mi'lHSfi Jtltt 1U.H-U ilfctlt'A1* b. nil'-lVI'
For 3He and few body systems, a different parameterisation I7-1 is used and allows 
straightforward connection between angular distribution expansion coefficients and the 
involved multipolarities.
^  =  A(sin2 1? +  9^ sin2 1) cos i? +  'y sin® i? cos2 +  5 +  e cos t9) [l — 3]
where the /3 ,6  ,e coefficients are related to the different multipolarities according
to table I, since the connection between t^ :1 _ coefficients and the is straightforward:
. 3 , 5 .
A  =  - -a o \a .2 +
=  -^{—^Aaaa)
1  — i ( - Y ^ o a 4 )  [1 -  4]
5 =  —- ^ ( l  +  02 +  04)
£ =  +  03)
Ctot =  4^-Ao =  ^ - ( 1  +  5 +  I * 5)
Now it is statistically justified in all data to limit the Legendre polynomial expansion 
to fc =  2, at least below SOMeV excitation energy. Furthermore for spatially symmetric 
2S waves, the M l matrix element is expected to make a negligible contribution due to the 
orthogonality of initial and final state Wave function. So we can expect the coefficients of 
the angular distributions to depend on only a few transition modes to the 3He g.s.j more 
precisely
A pure dipole E l (2P  -* 25)
P E l E2 interference E1(2P  —> 2S) ,E 2 (2P  —v 2S)
1 pure quadrupole E2 (2D 2S)
8 isotropic M l contribution M l^ S  -> 25)
e basically = 0  at low energy M l , M2 interference at high energy
In the work of Griffith et al. I8I the angular distribution is perfectly compatible with a 
limited form of [1-3] namely da/dtt =  A(sin2 1? + 6). The predominant sin2 1) term indicates
that the reaction proceeds essentially through direct p wave proton capture in a continuum 
» .+ t i  .  >p  state with a dipole emission to the final ground state of He. The isotrop.c 
component I,  is essentially fixed by the 90 deg cross section and should correspond to 
the capture of an s wave proton and subsequent M l transition. ^  «
the two parts can be separated; this gives after integration of |W ), I  ^  ~  “ •
J  A sin^ i?cin — (Tpi
c T 3 /2 6  =  —6 1 1 - 5 ]
^ = 1  +  3 /2 6  ^ - 1 4 - 3 / 2 6  crp 2
The ratio o./crp decrease, from 0.12 at £„ = 250keV to about 0.025 at E ,  -  2M .V
indicating that p wave capture ha , relevmrc. even at very low energ.m.
WolBi et at. M investigated the region between =  2 and E , -  12MeV. Then 
angular distributions are sensitive to ^  and d co.Bcients, The d coefficient is accounted for 
using a Gunn-Irving wave function inci.dffig an S' admixture of 0.5% . But d . c r e p a n ^  
arise with the experimental data at proton energies higher than as 8M .V , requ.rmg
function.
Belt et ,1. n-l measured the ‘H (d ,l)’H= reaction by detecting the recoiling “He 
nuclei in a broad range magnetic spectrometer and inferring the •, emission angle from the 
“He angle and the reaction kinematics. Their angular distribution, are sens.t.v, to 
» and d coefficient c u t  do not require the inclusion of higher order terms, as found 
• . t  lOOMeVl-i: Then results are noticeably in disagrfnent with most other expenm ent,
i .  particular the t  coefficient is found to Increase with energy and the f  
decrease. Furthermore the ratio 1 -  W  I18' . » a t  is obtained assuming a pure spa y 
symmetric “He state and a phase dlficrc.ce between E l and E2 — ]
experiments in the same range,
King et al. I13l measured angular distributions at excitation energies from 10 to 
16 MeV and focused attention on the behaviour of the eg coefficient I14! of the Legendre 
polynomial expansion [1-2]. Statistical uncertainties of le^s than ±0.02 on values from 
—0.87 to —0.93 are obtained. They performed an effective two body direct capture calcu­
lation including E l, E2 and E3 radiation. Gibson and Leh man 3He g.s. wave functions
&
including variable D state probability are used I15!, while the initial continuum wave func­
tion is obtained from the optical model potential that describes elastic scattering of protons 
(neutrons) off deuterium. The optical model parameters are those of Guss l10l. Values of 
0%, 4% and 7% for the D state probability are tested with the last value giving the best 
fit to the data, substantiating that high quality angular distribution data, taken over a 
reasonable energy range, are indeed sensitive to a D state presence in 3He.
A group (including the author) M , has extended proton capture on deuterium up to 
Etc =  32.1 MeV, The -y-ray spectrometer used to detect photons from about 35 deg to 140 
deg, had good resolution (fig 3) and detection efficiency. A Legendre polynomial expansion 
[1-2], including terms up to L =  2 was fitted to the data (Figure 4) and the coefficients 
converted by means of equations [1-4]. A review of data, covering the range of excitation 
energies from 3 to 52 MeV, was carried outand is presented in fig. 5. This shows a rather 
smooth trend for all coefficients. The isotropy coefficient S can arise at Ex < 15 MeV from 
spin-flip M l [?S —* 2S') transitions and is compatible with a 1 — 2% admixture of the 
mixed symmetry component in 3He g.s. Wave function, The full curves values compared 
to the measured 0 to{ ,,5 and 7 , are those of Barbour and Hendry i18l who assume a pure 
spatially symmetric 2 £ 1/2 state in order to compute
A= £ c,<E1) ,’ =2Y ^ § c°s to ,£ =
1 =  < = i S i T  5 =  0 11-61
The experimental cross section is quite Well reproduced, confirming the poor sensitivity 
of the total cross section, in this energy range, to the details of the g.s. wave function, On 
the Contrary the departure of this simple model from the actual experimental points above
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aboLw 12 MeY is a significant indication of transitions involving the 4£>1/2 component of 
the ground state wave function. It is not probable, at least at these energies, that a 
contribution comes from multipolarities higher than L =  2 .
With polarized projectiles the amount of information collected is doubled and it is 
possible to resolve rather unambiguously the contributions from individual multipolarities. 
The measured quantities are the cross section aond the analyzing power, the latter being 
defined as
l l ~ 71
P  Is the beam polarization and N +{-) the counts recorded alternatively for spin up (+) 
spin down (-) beams. This has been carried out in the energy range from E x =  9.83 MeV 
to E x -  16.3 MeV by King et al.l14!. Their expressions for the two quantities are
~  = Ao[l + J 2  afcPfc(cosi?)] [1 -  8]
dU k=i
where the P 1 are the associated Legendre functions and terms of order higher than 4 are 
not statistically justified by the data. A model independent analysis of these data in terms 
of amplitudes and phases of the matrix elements in not possible. Simplifying assumptions 
to connect these quantities to the 9 Observables provided by the experiment are however 
possible. Even 'I only E l and E2 radiation is assumed, the number of amplitudes is 11 and 
10 relative pluses are needed.In the assumption of only no spin-flip E l and E2 transitions, 
the amplitude:) “educe to 4 and the relative phases to 3. The relative phase between waves 
having the same 3 Is found very close 0 0 and the phase between E l and E2 radiation 
around 70-80 deg I16!. But the E2 strength extracted in this simplified analysis M
was anomalously large, of the order of 12% of the total cross section . NeverJihqjess, from 
this analysis, the indication of zero phase difference between Waves of equal j  and also the 
1 dication of the influence of the D state upon tv i  o2 coefficient, allows us to perform a
14
more complete analysis of the revised data set assuming one s =  |  E l term, one a =  &
E2 term and one s =  |  E l term giving three am pl^dues and two phases ( indicated by
2.+ l£  $ 2a+i) to be determined. Here £ and s refer to the orbital angular momentum
and the spin of the entrance channel. The quantities are related through the equations:
1.0 =  6 (2p) 2 +  6 (4p)2 +  10(2d)2 for normalisation 
a i =  20.782p2c£cos(^iti — <A»p) 
a2 =  —6.0(2p)2 +  7.14(2d)2 +  2.87(4p)2
a3 =  -20.78ftp2dcos(^«d -  ^  "  101
a4 ~  —17.14(2d)2
61 =  6.794p2dsin(</><p -
62 =  3.9242p4psin (^ tp -  <f>ip}
Z)3 =  4,5244p2dsin((6tp -  ^ad)
64 =  0,0
It should be noted that both s =  5 (El) and s =  |(E 2) strengths affect the a2 
coefficient, which would became a2 =  - 1  for pure s =  i(E l) .  The results obtained 
between 10.83 and 16.12MeV show the dominance of s =  |( E l )  (amounting to 93-95% of 
the total cross section) with a 3-5% contribution from spin-flip E l and a 2-3% contribution 
from E2 radiation. This latter value Is in agreement with a similar one found by Skopik et 
alJ20) and confirmed by the theoretical calculations of Aufloger and Drechsel K
The Importance of capture in channel spin § is reinforced by King et ah M  by a 
comparison of polarized deuteron and proton capture to 3He at the same £* == 6 MeV 
excitation energy. For 2H ( p » 4He the measured quantities and their decomposition in
Legendre polynomials are
CTp(l?) =3 CTpu[l +  PAp(d)]
dpu == Aq [l +  ^ 3  °fcf3*i(CoS ^ )]
where N+ (No) is the number of counts recorded with polarized (unpolarized) beam, Q+ 
(Qo) is the integrated beam charge and P  is the beam polarization.
Ap(i?)<rpU(i?) =  A 0 ^ bkPhi#)
For the l H (d,7 )3He the same quantities are expressed by
=  ydu(t?)[l +  |PAd(d)]
^du =  A0 [l +  [l — 12]
k
A d(i?) =  w here r2 =  L + R - / L + R +
|Ad(i?)<7du(t?) =  A 0
The quantity that is very sensitive to the presence of the s =  |  case of the reaction 
channel spin is
h M   3 M i s  la ';  (1/ 2) ,  II
h(p , 'l)  2 W[(l/2) s (1/2) s ' ; 1 1] 11 “ 1
W  being the Wigner’s symbols, The bi coefficient is non-zero for the p on d data thus 
beeing attributable to (E1 ,B2) +  (E l,M l) interferences to first order, Transition matrix 
elements are computed Using g.s. Wave functions generated from Fadeev type equations 
with separable interactions and continuum wave functions from an optical potential that 
describes the elastic scattering from protons !ldi. A D . f ate Component in the g.s. Wave 
function is included and inclusion of 1 to 8% of M l strength, predominantly of s =  |  type 
gives 00% confidence limits on the fits performed,
At higher energies (Ep == 156 MeV, Dldelez et ah I11! measured the angular distribu­
tion of emitted photons with a lead glass detector in coincidence With recoiling 3He nuclei
and found a, non negligible 6 =  0,045 value for the usual Fetisov expansion [1-3], indicat- ' ' . \ 
ing. the presence of (Ml,M2) interference at the a energies, Transition matrix elements
are computed assuming direct capture, Bom plane wave approximation, and treating the 
electromagnetic field and incident proton non-relativistically. The use of other different 
types of radial wave functions for the 9He final state (Gaussian, double Gaussian, Irving, 
W ng-Gunn, Gibson) gives poor matching of the computed angular distributions to thn 
experimental points, with particularly insensitivity % the choice of helium wave Mictions. 
The use of a distorted wave born  approximation does not change the shape of the computed 
angular distributions a, satisfactory, while inclusion of the spin part can change height 
and position of the maximum («  4.5 deg) in the right direction . Semidirect mechanism 
and inclusion of mesonlc effects is claimed to be the correct ingredient for the explanation
of the observed dajdtl behaviour.
Polarised protons from 200 to 500 MeV have been used by Cameron et al. I21' and 
angular distributions and analysing powers have been determined. The tendency for ra-
dlatlve capture to give higher cross sections than photodisintegration experiments with the
consequent implication of time reversal invariance violation M , is rejected by the results of 
this extensive experiment at ail energies involved. Neverjhejess the spread in the different 
Bets Of direct photodislntegration data cross section is the major source of complication 
the global Interpretation of the data. The angular distribution at 200MeV seems well 
reproduced by the model calculation of Prats I23! who includes in the reaction amplitude 
contributions of qUaSl-deuteron in addition to ordinary deuteron and proton Born tern*. 
A dbtorted wave Bom approximation Calculation of Fearing M  compares favourably 
to the experimental points, when dbtortlon is included for the incoming proton and the 
3He wave function is adjusted to reproduce the electromagnetic form factor. A micro- 
scopic calculation from L agetM  k fitted to the the same data s' JWlng again the need of 
ari operator that Includes meson exchange currents, The analyzing power is not as well 
reproduced but a better fit Is obtained by the inclusion of a nucleon rescattering diagram 
corresponding to the quasi deuteron contribution.
1-S P o la r iz e d  a n d  u n p o la r iz e d  p a n d  d c a p tu re  to  4He
Direct pllotontlclear reectta , M through the vurlou. possible chunnek (l.p)
h . t t i M l W )  Mb' poterlzed or unpolurlted proton ralllutlve cupture to He
cover the range of excitation energies up to about 60 MeV, with proton capture itself 
covering the range from 20 to 43MeV.
Perry and Same I20! covered from E a =  19.9 to Ex =  24.5 MeV providing a cross 
section at 90 deg that shows a steady increase from threshold to a maximum of «  10 /ib/sr 
at Ep =  4 MeV and then a slow decrease. This is in general agreement with th a t calculated 
using the principle of detailed balance from photodisintegration of 4He and the excitation 
function behaviour is in fair agreement with the calculation of Gunn and Irving I 1. An­
gular distributions were produced and expanded in terms f  f the usual Fetisov expansion 
[1-3] where they retain the sin2 0  and the ?in2 1? cos d terms only and analyzed in terms of 
the possible interaction states of 4He which might be formed in the reaction. These are
summarized in table 2 .
■ TXBLE™2 '
4He possible interaction states
5P ST S 4 Transition Type Ang, Distr.
u-d 0 0 %  -4  % Forbid.
u-d 0 1 l Pl -> l S0 E l sin2 1?
u-d 0 2 1jD|2 “4 1So E2 sin2 i? cos2 d
U-u 1 0 3 Si -4 iSo M l Isotropic
U-U 1 1 2Po -4  LSo Forbid,
u-u 1 1 2 P i -4  1So E l 1 +  cos2 1?
u-U 1 2 2D t  -4 4So M l 5 — 3 cos2 1?
U-u 1 2 2D2 -4 l So E2 1 - 3  cos2 1? +  4 cos4 d
Their angular distribution results in predominantly a sin2 1? indicating that the reac­
tion proceeds mainly by capture of p wave protons, The /? coefficient that increases with 
energy from /? =  0,01 at Ep =  0.5 MeV to £ =  0.06 at Ep =  5,8 MeV may be attributed 
to capture of d wave protons, The states formed by the capture of a p'wave proton (l Pi) 
and of a d Wave proton (iPs,), interfere in their decay in agreement with the observed 
angular distribution shape. The increase of the asymmetry Coefficient is accounted for by 
the barrier penetration.
r ,
/ y
. %
■ 1
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Gardner and Anderson l28l extended the (p,-?) measurements from Ex =  24,7 MeV to 
E x =  26.7MeV. Their absolute cross section matches the Perry and Bame data M an d  
does not show evidence of sharp resonar ti i as found in the inverse photonuclear reac­
tion. Angular distribution analysis re/j".:-*.: « i the first two terms of equation [1-3] 
and confirms a trailing trend for the asynr ,i'y coefficient that raises up to  f  «  0,1 at 
E p =  9.2 MeV. Poorer angular distribution fits at the higher proton energies were inter­
preted a-i an indication of a possible presence of an isotropic triplet component neglected 
in the Petisov expansion.
Almost the same range (£* =  22.8 to £ a =  28.1 MeV) was covered by Gemmel and 
Jones M .  The 45 deg, 90 deg and 135 deg yield curves slowly decrease with
energy. Analysis of the angular distributions gave a S' coefficient consistent with zero. The 
asymmetry term  /? is in agreement with that of Perry and Bame and confirms that the 
radiation is essentially E l resulting from the capture of p wave protons into a singlet state 
with interference between this decay mode and an E2 component following the capture 
of d wave protons into a singlet state, Since no isotropic, component is found, in. contrast 
to  the result for direct photonuclear reactions, there is no support for an interaction in a 
triplet state the result of which would be the emission of M l radiation following s wave 
capture.
Meyerhoff et al. i30l measured relative 90 deg cross section and angular distributions 
from E x =  22,1 to Ex = 33.3 MeV, After normalisation to the data of Perry and Bame, 
the cross section at 90 deg results in agreement with previous measurements and seems to 
reject the hypotesis M  of energy dependent fine structures in this energy region. From 
the 0 to 90 deg cross section ratio. is deduced the S coefficient, connected to the 
other coefficients of [1-3] by the equation
[1 -1 4 ]
where n ( «  4ff) is the finite solid angle subtended by the detector at d =  90deg. 
The S value is not taken equal to Zero but is constrained within the range 0.015 -  0.020. 
The subsequent development of the angular distribution in terms of the 0, 7 coefficients
o ;6
is especially sensitive to the 5 value and this is reflected particularly in the 7  coefficient 
which is about 30% lower if <5 is assumed equal to zero. If the hypotesis of pure S  wave 
is made for the ^Ee g.s.,the E l photodisintegration cross section can be deduced from, the 
90 deg yield curve via detailed balance and from the equation
<rBi(7iP) =  "^"(1 +  5)-1 crtot(90) [1 -  15]
The E2 cross section can be deduced from the relation:
<r(E2) =  [1 -  16]
but a lower limit can be set when considering the P coefficient alone, viz.
<r(S2) > ~ A (S 1 ) [1-17]
These experimental points compare smoothly and favourably with other experimental 
results and give a rather complete data set for the interpretation of the rc.aCi.lon mechanism
up to about 30 MeV excitation energy (the upper limit being imposed by the presence of
large neutron background in the angular distributions as collected ). The general trend of 
the angular distributions is compatible with a dominant E1(AS — 0) radiation, interfering 
with E2(AS =  0) radiation, while the term 6 is attributed to radiation with AS =  1 , 
namely M l. The integrated (7 , p) cross section reaches a maximum value of «  2/ib at 
JE7 =• 25MeV and then slowly decreases without evidence of any sharp structure. The 
integrated E2 cross section alone amounts to «  4% of the total cross section and is not 
resonant. Shell model calculations predict several 2"*"(T =  0, T =  l) states in He in the 
neighbourhood of 25MeV l32i but it is speculated that these states are so broad that no 
resonant shape is evident in the cross section. The Crone and Wemtz interpretation I33! 
of E l transitions proceeding via two T  =  1, 1"" levels, each being a mixture of P i and3 Pj. 
configurations, is compared with the data, but the experimental evidence is not in favour of 
the lower 1~ state being predominantly 1P i l contrary to the theoretical calculations. The 
E1-E2 phase difference appears to be constant along the energy range of this experiment 
and not too different from results at much higher (S7 =  136 MeV) energy N l.
An effort to produce accurate absolute cross sections has been made by Calarco et al.
135) who measured simultaneously the 90 deg and the 30 dsg (p,p') elastic scattering 
cross sections at E a =  26.1 MeV and E .  =  30.0MeV. Corrections to the total cross 
section, were performed using the King M  angular distribution results and the principle 
of detailed balance. This procedure should have allowed an order of two decrease in 
absolute uncertainties. It is observed that while the M  cross sections, are all compatible 
within their statistical uncertainties, the (f.p) cross sections show somewhat lower average 
values and larger uncertainties due, it is claimed, to the uncertainties in the absolute du* 
measurements,and to difficulties in the subtraction of the many-body break-up processes. 
After careful revision of the entire ensemble of (p ,l) data, a "consensus" cross section 
for the 4He(,7 ,p)3H reaction, derived from the two precise absolute measurements and 
all the observations surveyed, b produced and the average (i,p ) cross section between 
E ,  =  2 6 - 3 0 MeV is measured to be 1.80±0.12mb. Above 30MeV the h ,p ) / h ,n )  ratio 
is compatible with 1 in all the experiments performed, while below 30MeV the measured 
cross sections show discrepancies as large as 100% but tend to cluster around the value of 
1 .0mb. Together With the previous result this would give o W M n W  =  L 8> implymg 
a T  =  Q/T =  1 isospin mixing In the excited 4He wave function, of the order of 0.14 ±0.02,
definitely exceeding the predictions from a pure Coulomb effect.
Data from McBroom et al. I*?! were not Included In the survey of Calarco l«l; 
certainly these Would have changed to some extent the overview. These points, measured 
from E x =  15 to Ex =  43 MeV, were calibrated according to the 3H(p, p')3H reaction cross 
section but the reported values sit some 20-25% above the "consensus curve", though still 
compatible with it if one considers the experimental errors, Angular distributions were 
measured from 2 ,  =  13 to 4  =  30 MeV end their deconvolution id performed in terms 
of Legendre polynomial expansion [1-8]. The indications are that the 3E(p,1f)4Ee cross 
section should proceed through an E l mechanism with some E2 mechanism present, as 
indicated by the fact that there is no need to include terms of order higher than 4 in the 
angular distribution expansion. As already seen, in the channel Spin representation, there 
Will be two 131 terms with spin f  =  Oorl ( 'A ,  +- *  **11 *  two 132 tern* with
spin S =  O orl (1P 2, 3I ?2 <- % ) .  If S =  1 the E l amplitude (3F i «- l S0) is small, so
that then Oi =  — 0 3  and, if 5  =  2 the E2 amplitude +- 1S'o) is small so that then 
01 =  - a s  and 1 +  og +  a4 =  0, This is in fact the experimental indication although the 
measured angular distributions are not sensitive to small percentages of aFi or 3Pg states 
in the entrance channel.
Polarized proton capture has been reviewed by Weller and R o b e y  on l38I at excitation 
energies from 24 to 32MeV, and offers remarkable insight into the different strengths of the 
triplet and singlet E l  or E2 amplitudes. The four contributing complex T-matrix elements 
are expressed as
r 10 =  (El) T11 =  " f ie * " -  (El) [l -  18]
Tgo =  1P g ^ D(E2) Tgi =  3D ie* '» (E 2)
The experiment provides coefficients Aq,a i , . . .  ,a„  [1-8] and 61, . . .  , l n [1-9]; the num­
ber of unknowns is only the four amplitudes and the three relative phases. The possible 
presence of an M l component will affect only a i and 61 so one can proceed to a fitting 
strategy tha t excludes tti and 61 from the computation of the seven unknowns. With the 
normalisation condition 0.75(*Pf +  3P i)  +  l«25(*Dg +  3f5g) =  1.0 the results are that 1Pi 
remains almost constant In the energy range explored, while 3P i smoothly increases with 
energy and accounts for about 1.5% of the total E l cross section. The D amplitude follows 
a similar trend with the E2 triplet being the same size as the E2 singlet at Ea == 28 MeV3 
which is rather surprising. Total E l and E2 cross sections, measured in this experiment 
and normalized to the values of Meyerhoff et al. I30l (by 0tat(Pt7) =  §trcr(90)), agree 
rather well with previous measurements !291. Particular attention Was dedicated to the 6g 
coefficient. The E2 contribution to 63 should configure through the product of the S =  0 
and S s= 1 E2 T-matrix elements and these can be reasonably neglected, Then 63 can be 
written in terms of the E l amplitudes only as
62 =  -0 .0 7 lp i* P is in ($ if, -  $ , f )  with (3P )2 +  (1P )2 =  1.0 [1 -1 9 ]
resulting in a value of 0.059 ±  0,09 that is well reproduced if one considers a continuum
odd component of the effective nuclear force.
1-4 S y m m etric  4He b reak -u p
E B W Hand th e predicted angular distributions are summarizedm T able_ .------------------------------
  TAB L1T5 '
Ent. ch. S  
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2
0
2
1
1
1
3
0
2
2
2
Ent. Ch. J* Transition
Ang. Distrib.
0+ 1So —^
forbidden
2+ 1D2 -+ 15o B2
sin2 1? cos2 d
0“ l P0 - » l s o
forbidden
1" 3p1 - t  1S0 E l
1 +  cos2 d
2" Bp2 -> 1So M2
1 +  cos2 d
2" sp 2 -t. tSo M2
1 +  cos2 d -
2+ 5S2 —^ 1So E2
isotropic
0+ ^Do —* 4So
forbidden
1+ -> l S0 M l
1 +  cos2 d
2+ SI?2 — 4So E2
2 +  3 sin2 d
■ B I S
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are forbidden. In D(d,"/)*Ee both entrance and exit channels have T =  0 so that E l
transitions are ruled out. There are no selection rules deduced by magnetic operators.
However in th/1 case oflT =  0 -+ T  =  0 transitions, M l is reduced by a factor of 100 due to
the form of its isospm dependence. Therefore the sD i —*• 1Sq is basically ruled out from
table 3. The d capture should therefore be largely dominated by transition 1D 2 -* 1S0
S'! »
(E2), with other E2 or M2 transitions expected to be still negl^ble in comparison to the 
former. This picture is independently confirmed when we assume a central nuclear force. 
In this case the deuteron will be in, a pure 35 state and 4He in a pure  ^S  state. In this 
hypothesis L  and S  are good quantum numbers and it can be shown that, for I. =  0 states 
like the 4He l S0, electric type transition operators act only on the ordinary space, while 
magnetic type operators act only on spin space, and have a form which does not change 
the spin value. For the S  states the magnetic operators rule out spin-flip transitions, and 
th a t excludes M2 transitions from Table 1.
Zurmhule et al. l40l first observed the D (d,7 )4He reaction at deuteron energies Ed — 
0.8,1.35 and 1.25MeV at three different angles 0 , 45 and 90 deg. Only a qualitative 
deduction could be made from this work and this was to Infer an upper limit to the 90 
deg cross section of the order for example of 0 ,5 l0“ 33cm2/sr at 1.35 MeV as opposed to 
a value of 2 .010"33 cm2/sr at 45 deg. This was interpreted as due to the effect of the 
dominant ^D2 —*■ 1So F2 transition.
Meyerhoff et al. l41l extended the measurements from Ed == 6 to Ed =  9 MeV mea­
suring the yield curve at 135 deg and a complete center of mass angular distribution 
at 10 MeV $ Their angular distribution is found to be compatible with the expected E2 
behaviour i.e.
0 r v
t / > T
V Y
trii?) <x sin2 1? cos2 d [1 — 20]
and the total Cross section is therefore computed converting the 135 deg point through 
detailed balance
V
2[2f(4ae) + dn
[1 - 21]
\  , '
u
. >>
x ,.
’" S "
where J(4He) =  0 and I (3H) =  1 and kd and kn are the wave numbers of the photon and 
deuteron in their respective reactions. Assuming a sin2 d cos2 1? behaviour over the range 
explored, the total cross section takes the value
<7(7 , d) =
47T
15
dcr{l,dy
dfl t>=i9o
(sintfocos do)" [1 — 22]
and the results are compared with photodisintegration values in an attempt to es­
tablish the presence of a broad 2 + 7  =  0 state in 4He at «  SOMeV excitation energy. 
A compilation of resonance parameters computed from (of.d) (d,^) and (p,n) reactions 
does not compare to a. Breit Wigner resonance factor I33! but closely resembles the trend 
expected of a direct capture process.
More detailed (d ,i)  data on the deuteron were collected by Poutissou and Del 
Bianco l42l from S d =  4 to S d =  12.5 MeV. Complete angular distributions were measured 
at E d =  6.05,8.96 and 11.67MeV. If a Legendre polynomial expansion [1-2] is used, then 
a pure E2 transition corresponding to <r(d) oc sin2 d cos2 d, would give A2 =  0.712 and 
A i  =  -1.694, not too different from the experimental findings of this (Table 4) and other
experiments. ___________ _________________________ _ _____
TABLE'S
Legendre polynomial expansion coefficients
S d(MeV) As A»
6.05 0.814 ±  0.101 -1.661 ±  0.148
8,96 0.683 ±0.114 -1.590 ±0.165
11.67 0.831 ±0.260 -1,287 ±0,372
The poorer agreement at Ed =  11.6 MeV is ascribed to the poorer statistics obtained in 
the measured -y-ray spectra. This would substantiate the dominance of the E2 (l f i3 -+ 
transition at these energies, as expected from the stringent selection rules. If anywhere 
small percentages of E l (3Pr -4 l 0o) or E2 (BS2 -4  l SQ) transitions were present, the 
angular distribution should assume the form
~  =  A[sin2 d cos2 d +  B ( l±  cos2 d) +  C] [l — 23]
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But B  and C values are here found of the same order as their statistical errors, and 
unpolarized deuteron capture does not enaable us to disentangle multipolarities different 
from the main E2 component.
Low energy cross sections and angular distributions were measured by Weller et al. 
M  starting from E d =  0.7 MeV up to Ed — 4.5 MeV and analyzed together With data 
from, a similar experiment l42l. The aim was to investigate the D-state effects upon the 
total cross section and angular distributions. The E2 transition from the 5S2 scattering 
state to the final 5jD0 Component of the 4He g.s., should be more and more evident as 
the energy decreases, since it has to compete with the dominant E2 transition from the 
1 Z>2 scattering state. At low energies we have the advantage of the centrifugal barrier 
tha t tends to suppress states With L ^  0 and enhance consequently the L =  0 scattering 
state eS2. If one neglects, as it is legitimate at these energies, J  =  2 mixing amongst 
the 1D2 , 5S2 ,5D 2 and SG2 scattering states,one expects a <r(d) o: ^ T ( d ) ,  where p is the 
incident deuteron c.o.m. momentum and the angular dependence is
r (d )  =  (|A |2 +  | |G |2) sin2 d + 2|B -  — ^=(3 cos2 0 -  1)|2 +  — |C |2(l -  cos4 d) 
+  +  60 cos2 d — 45 cos4 d) +1~£(17 -  ^ = = R e(B D * )(-3 5  cos4 d +  30cos2 d -  3) 
2
3VI4
4- -^-Re(CB*) (25 cos4 d -  24 cos2'd +  3)
21 ' [1 -24 ]
that in the absence of D  state in the 4 He Wave function, reduces (B =  C =  0) to the well 
known sin2 2d expression. Measured angular distributions show a significant departure 
from the latter behaviour and are sensitive to the asymptotic D  state to S  State ratio p 
Which is found in the range -0.25 < p < -0.15. The ratio of the 90 deg to the 135 deg 
cross section JB == cr(7r/2) /cr(37r/4) is rapidly increasing when Ed < 4 MeV and this is found 
compatible with a p value of -0,2. The total cross section computed in this experiment is 
also compared to other experimental results and shows great sensitivity to the assumed p 
value at least below IMeVj as does the R  ratio. D  state percentages between 5 and 13% 
are deduced from the p results.
25
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Polarized projectile captures are intrinsically much richer in information. Two exper­
iments, very similar in their techniques, have been performed at % =  9.7 MeV. Weller et 
al. I") consider the expansion of the c.m. cross section In terms of the beam polarization
tensor moments Tkq{$) as:
< r(,M  =  <r«(*)ll +  2i t i t « T v »  +  t=or20(d) +  2Eet21r 2 l(d) +  2Rei22T22(d)] [1 -  25]
Taking the spin symmetry axis along the beam momentum direction, reduces to neg­
ligible amounts the contributions of t i n  , i 21 and t22. Choosing two different polarizations, 
namely =  P /V 2  and t g  =  - 2 /V 2P,where P  is the percentage beam polarization,
makes
measurable the tensor T2q given by:
The cross section a(tf) is obviously always measurable but, while this gives results 
compatible v,ithasin=W  behaviour consequent on the dominant '% E 2  capture
mechanism, the observed T2o tensor result is isotropic at a value o f -0,22=1=0.014. Takmg 
k to  consideration Only E2 processes and assuming the presence ot a {kite D state prob- 
ability in the g.s. wave function of 4He, requires including the following E2 modes in the 
capture process: -» 'Do , 'D * -+ *Do , 'G , -» 'Do , still fulfilling the requirement
of the selection rules previously mentioned. Neglecting products of two g  =  2 terms
that should give absolutely negligible contributions to the cross section, One can defke the
quantities
A =  ®D2 cos(i/i3i3g-6s,) 
B 2D 28D s c o s ( ^ d 5-s j3 3) 
C =  2D 2'G 2 C0s(l/iajD j —s(3a)
and formally compute the analyzing powers as
U :
1/
:
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7*20 s  4 0.497A — 0.59423 +  0.797C 
r 22 =  -0.203A -  0.2425 -  0,0550 
T aiW  =  (-0.145A +  0.0875 +  G.155c)(2.8 -  5.6cos2 1?)/ sm(2i?)
[1 -2 8 ]
The r 20 has been found, to be isotropic as expected, and its value has been successfully 
fit even with a simple model calculation. This assumes direct capture followed by E2 
radiation to a ground state formed from two Wood-Saxon potentials binding the two 
point-like deuterons to 23,84MeV, one having 5  =  0 and one havir-, 5  =  2. The correct 
percentage to fit the experimental value had 4.8% admixture of 5  =  2 strength, thus 
showing the sensitivity of 2"2o to D  state presence in the g.s. of 4He.
Mellema et al. i45l used the expansion of the dift'e.'.ential cross section m terms of the 
Cartesian analyzing powers:
<r(d,y?) =  cru (t? ,p )[ l +  | p vAy(i?) +  ^ P v v ^ v y M l t1 ”  291
and performed four different measurements with pv =  ±0.3 and p„„ =  ±0.9, thus de­
termining the unpolarized cross section <ru, the analyzing power Ay(d) and the vector 
analyzing power Avy(d) for which expansion coefficients have been determined according
to
r ■ '
c u (d) =  A0[l +  X '-  a ip <(cos 
a u (i?)Ay(i?)
<7to(i?)Ayy(d) «=* 2 A o X )cip i2(cos1?)
[1 -  30]
where 5 /  and P f  are associated Legendre functions. The angular distribution of the dif­
ferential cross section deviates only slightly from the expected sirt2(2i?) form. The product 
cruAy should have all the odd coefficients equal to zero in the case of a ptire E2 transition; 
therefore the presence of Significant and ^  coefficients suggests possible interferences of 
the main E2 mode with either E l or M2 amplitudes. Furthermore the relatively large value
of Ayy(i?) can only arise from interference between E l or M2 amplitudes. No calculation 
on D  state percentages is reported.
Data from, various experiments have been reviewed by Weller I46!, in connection to the 
measured quantities <r(i9)/Ao , 220(d), *2ii(d) , 222(d) and c(d)Ay(d)/Ao. It is observed 
th a t there is a large superposition (6 -  7%) between the "physical” ground state of 4He 
and a two deuteron like configuration that should be largely responsible for the expected 
D  state admixture. As said already four amplitudes are involved in pure E2 transitions: 
5S'2 -> 5D0 5£>2 5Do sG2 -4 5Do 2D2 -> 2So* The angular distributions, in which
states of differe; it channel spin are not interfering, are expected to be little sensitive to 
5 = 2  terms. On the co ntrary a large amount of information is available from the tensor 
and vector analyzing powers expressed by equation [1-28], Assumption of pure B2
radiation leads to the result that, if second order terms (products of two 5  =  2 terms) 
are neglected,then !T2o and r 22 are isotropic, with departure from isotropy expected at 0, 
90 and 180 deg, where the dominant B2 transition is going to zero and small second order 
contributions can play a significant role, When transition matrix elements are computed 
constructing the 4He g.s. wave function in a two deuteron like form, by means of a pair 
of Wood Saxon potentials, which bind the two deuterons to 23.84 MeV with £  =  0 and 
L - 2  respectively, making use of the Siegert form of the E2 spin independent operator, 
and including second order contributions, the fits to the data are remarkably good if 5%D 
state admixture is included in the 4He g.s. wave function. The inclusion of M2 transition 
matrix elements due to capture in the 3P2 and 3P2 continuum states, followed by decay 
to the i Sa component of the g.s, wave function, produces
also tremendous effects on the Ayy =  2 /\/3 2 \i observable, while slightly improving 
the fit to Other quantities, specially around the critical angles 0, 90 a n 1 180 deg. The M2 
contribution used represents ~  3% of the total integrated capture cross section , Cartesian 
tensor analyzing power Ayy and spherical tensor analyzing power Tkq are related through
Ayy(i?) — ‘- “■j=212d(tf) -  VsTm W  [1 -* 31)
which, using the previous hypotheses, is equal to 0.83923 -  0,468(5 i.e. independent from
the A th >, rop,e,™ t, the =Da -  5S , int.rierepce term. Phase shift malyeis shows that S 
waves are largely distorted In the entrance channel and A „  should be Insensitive, withm 
this simplified model, to such effects. A significant advance in the correct interpretation 
of data is the nse M  of variational wave functions having a pair correlation operator con- 
tabling central tensor and spin correlations, and the nse of an Hamiltonian incorporating 
three nucleon interactions. Two realistic two body Interactions have been used, having a ,. 
state parameter D , respectively at -0 .16 and -O.Mfm*. When continuum wave functions 
were extracted including distortion and E l, M l, E2, M2 multipoles In the long wavelengt 
approximation were employed, a reasonable description of A„ was obtained when either 
M l E2 or both were included. The result, on A „  are already good if one uses only E2 
and either value, of D  state parameter, but improve to fit the slight asymmetry In the 
experimental data if inclusion of multipoles other than E2 are Included. Finally Weller 
draws attention to  the behaviour of A „  and A , with energy, that are both constant at a 
value of 0.07 for E  from 3 to 12 MeV and linearly increasing from -0 .2  to  «  0, also from 
to 12 MeV. This behaviour seems to be reproduced by the preliminary results of the same 
model used to reprc 'uce so nicely Au and A vy at 10MeV.
1-5 R ad ia tiv e  ca p tu re  a t  an d  above th e  C O B  reg ion  in ‘Be 
Since the beginning of experimental investigations ..roton radiative capture reac­
tions, the ’ l l ( p ,1o)*Be process enjoyed great attention because the high Q value o t  s 
reaction (+17,2MeV) allowed cross section measurement, in the GDR region even at ow 
projectile energies, and because of the interest in establishing, through the detailed balsnc. 
rule [1-211, the trend of the direct photonuclear »B =h,p)'L l cross section that is impossible 
to measure In nature due to the spontaneous break-up of "Be into two n  particles.
Gemmel et ai. M  measured the reaction yield in the range from E ,  = 4 MeV to 
E  =  7.7 MeV on .wo different 'L i targets to , the purpose of identifying eventual structures 
in 'the yield curve, and of calibrating their gamma spectrometer. A 146 keV thick target 
(to 4,8 MeV) gives a yield curve which rises from lower proton energies, where it matcher 
points from Bair et ai. M ,  and then fiattens „  above *  -  d.OMeV as could be expected 
as a consequence of large pile-up Induced distortions. A thicker target (280k.Vr, run
at a reduced current of 0.05 pA gives a resonant yield curve having a maximum value of 
0.14/ib centered at E p =  5.8 MeV or at an excitation energy of 23.3 MeV in 8Be. There 
is no evidence of structures in the cross section within the limits of statistics and their 
spectrometer resolution.
Extension to higher energies was performed by Perry et al. I50l using the 12 MeV 
van de Graaff of Rice University. Decay of the highly excited 8Be nucleus to the 0+ 
g.s. and to the 2+ E a =  2.9 MeV first excited state, were in evidence in this experiment, 
although gamma rays from the two transitions could not be resolved. A 90 deg yield curve 
was produced therefore for the sum of the two peaks. The giant resonance is centered at 
E p =  7.3 MeV and is about 5 MeV wide. Its asymmetric shape suggests some structure 
with a possible second peak at about Ep =  6 MeV. The main peak corresponds to a state at
23.6 MeV in aBe, while the other minor peak should correspond to a state near 22.5 MeV. 
No change in the ratio of the and 71 gamma peaks over the whole energy range was 
observed. All angular distributions measured up to 7 MeV, where neutron background 
started to noticeably distort the collected spectra, were isotropic within 25% and when 
expanded in terms of <7(1?) =  1 +  01P1 +  &2P2 gave 0 ], coefficients from 0.0 to 0.09 and 02 
coefficients from 0.04 to 0.17. This is explainable assuming s wave proton capture by the 
7Li core in its | ~  g.s. This leads to 1“ or 2"  compound states that can decay to both 
the ground and first excited state in 8Be. An E l transition should largely dominate the 
process as shown by the smallness of the 01 coefficient that is in principle due to (E1,E2) 
or (E l,M l) interference. The differential cross section at 90 deg and Ep =  3 MeV Was 
measured to be 0.043 m b/sr for the sum of the two peaks.
A slightly better separation of the 70 and 71 peaks Was achieved by h ixhell and 
Taylor l51l, who t tplored the region between Ep =  2.5 and Ep =  9 MeV providing the 
90 deg yield curve and few angular distributions both for separated and combined 70 , 7i 
cases. The 70 yield shows a broad maximum at Ep =  5 MeV with a width of about 5 MeV. 
The 71 yield curve increases up to 7 MeV where it starts flattening. At higher energies, the 
separation of the two components, is doubtful, due to ‘;he large intrinsic width («  1 MeV) 
of the 2.9 MeV 2+ state in 8Be, but the combined yield curve confirms the structure at 6
\
and 7.3 MeV already observed by Perry et al. The shape of the yield, although not 
completely collected across the resonance, seems compatible with a width of about 8 MeV. 
The great width observed for these peaks prevents measurement with sufficient accuracy 
of their separation in energy. Nevertheless a value of 2.0 ±  0.5 MeV, not too different from
the excitation energy of the first state in Be,
is observed similar to what is deduced in other (p,nt) reactions on 27 Al and UB. Tins 
gives evidence of possible giant resonances, built upon excited states, an hypothesis that 
has been further clarified and to which we will come back considering, we large amount 
of data collected " far for the l2C system. Angular distributions have been fitted by 
the expansion [.v ' and show isotropy within 30%, requiring the inclusion of only s'mil 
percentages of P i. Assuming dominance of E l excitation, only I " ,  2" and 3" states can be 
excited through electric dipole absorption by the 0+ g.s. and the 2+ E tt = 2.9 MeV states 
in 8Be. So both  s or d capture can contribute to the population of these levels in (p,7) 
capture when coupled to the J" =  §" g.s. of 7L1, but the a wave capture hypnosis is the 
simplest one although d wave admixture is net completely ruled out by these unpolarized
beam results.
More information was obtained on the nature of qfo and qq transitions in 8Be by Reay 
et al. I52) at proton energies from about 4.3MeV to 8MeV. But since the first excited 
state transition was found to be larger in intensity, it was almost impossible to separate 
the two transitions, lying approximately 2.5MeV apart. However a rough qualitative 
separation of ground and first excited state transitions was done and shows an excited 
state giant resonance 3.0 ±  0.5 MeV above the g.s. GDR, giving once more evidence for a 
gamma deexcitation linearly superimposed on the 2.9 MeV level in 8Be, similar to what 
has been observed for example in 12C. The combined 7 0 + 7 1  results are in agreement with 
those in the literature, showing two structures at about E a =  22 MeV and E x =  25 MeV. 
A combined c.o.m. angular distribution was measured at a c.o.m. energy of 8.0 MeV 
including points from 45 deg to 145 deg. A least squares fit gave:
,7(d) =  [(0.454 ± 0.068) +  (0.462±0.087)sin2 1? ^
+  (0.298 ±  0.054) sin2 0  cos d] X 10 pb/sr
y568PX>.a*r-*
The appreciable odd terms are attributed, within the assumption of a dominant E l 
mechanism, to interference with E2 or M l strengths, but most probably E2 that should 
be favoured with respect to M l at these large excitation energies.
The most comprehensive analysis of the 7Li(p,'7o)EBe and Li(p,'7i) Be jhas b .en 
performed by Fisher et al. l53l at Stanford, using the Tandem van de Gra,aff accelerator 
from E p =  0.8 to E p =  17.6 MeV and a compound Nal-plastic anticoincidence spectrometer 
that allowed complete resolution of the two reaction channels over the whole energy range 
explored. Standard line shapes for this instrument were obtained from the u B(p,'yo)12C 
gamma peaks. This result was perfectly suitable to deconvolute the 8Be peak, which 
displays only detector resolution, while the ^  peak is broadened by the 1.5 MeV natural 
Width of the Bfst excited state. Escape tails for the two transitions could be taken into 
account carefully and subtracted down to the low energy extremes of the spectra. Both 
'Yo and n  yields at 90 dag and for an excitation energy region extending from E x =  18 to 
E x =  32.5 MeVwere produced and exhibit a pronounced giant resonance in each channel 
With little additional structure. Detailed angular distributions were measured in steps 
of 100 keV to 500 keV and were subsequently fit by the usual expansion [1-2] limited to 
k =  2, or alternatively with the same expansion extended up to k =  4. The lo  resonance 
peaks at E x =  21.6 MeV at a value of #  2.7^b/sr. Integrated between 18 and 33 MeV 
the 8B efr,po)7Li obtained throug! detailed balance exhausts only 11% of the classical 
Thomas-Reiche-Khune sum rule
f 33 a (E)dE  «  13 ±  4 MeVmb * 6 0 ^  MeV mb [1 -  33]
V IQ
Over a similar Integration region In the GDR of 4N nuclei this Is the smallest value,
since it compares With 35% In 4He, 31% in 12C and 18% in 160 . The "Be to 12C cross sec­
tion ratio results give 0.23. This can be understood in the framework of a schematic Ip-lh  
model. Assuming a ( s i ) 4J=0(P |) J=o configuration for the 8Be g.s. and (si )4j =02(P |) j=o 
for 12C, it is straightforward to calculate p -> h transitions in a harmonic oscillator well at 
fttv =  41/A1/ 3 MeV, based upon the statistical factor of the initial (hole) and final (parti­
cle) state. As seen from Table 5 the ( i p i ) - 1^ * )  configuration dominates the absorption
although the other configurations give substantial contributions.
After correction for the A1/3 factor, one has
B ( S l ,8B e)/B (E l, l2C) =  0.60 (1 -3 4 ]
When the B-factors are introduced to calculate the cross section ratio Via the integral
J  o ( i , p o ) d E  =  B3B(Bl,t)(rPo/r) [1-35]
where E n is the pea% energy of the resonance, r  its total width and r po is related to 
the proton reduced width by r po =  2 P t f 0. The computed ratio is 0.28 which is in good 
agreement with the experimental value of 0.23. Thus the smaller strength observed in Be 
relative to 12C can simply be ascribed to the smaller amount of p i  particles in the g.s. of 
8Be. The missing strength goes naturally to excited states.
TSBEEi 5
Relative contributions of Xp-lh transitions to E l absorption in 3Be
Configuration 1 < |21 | >  |2 Rel. Cont. (A» unit)
( i q r 1!?* 0.477 0.239
0.239 0.239
( I p ^ - H d i 1.433 0.17
0.159 0.080
( IP i) - ^ 0.318 0.359
As concerns no angular distributions, they are expanded in two or four Legendre poly­
nomials. The oi coefficient is found to be * •fitive with an average value between 0.1 and 
0.4, increasing with an energy above E a =  24k'eV. This means tha t interference between 
configurations of opposite parity, occurs most probably (E1,E2) with the E2 strength con­
centrated at higher excitation energies. The a ,  coefficient Is virtually constant at a value 
of -0.05 for Ea >  20MeV and this means tha t ftie GDR is dominated by a single collective 
State. The o3 coefficient depends Intrinsically on the (E1.E2) interference and since it It 
found to be positive and constant up to E a =  25MeV, It indicates that a small amount 
of E2 radiation mixes with the dominant E l  mode. The fact that above 28MeV 03 starts
decreasing as the energy increases, indicates a relatively large and perhaps resonant E2 
contribution located at higher energies, but confined in any case to a very small intensity 
as compared to the E l contributions as the 04 coefficient (never distingushable from zero) 
confirms, No significant attempt to deduce E2 strengths is possible from this set of unpo­
larized data. The small value of o2 can be fitted by an almost pure s i  wave, but solutions 
with large d i  or components are not formally excluded, and only polarized particle 
data should allow separation of tlsMne components. The n  resonance is shifted upwards 
from the no one at about 2.3 MeV, which is not too different from the excitation energy 
of the first excited state at 2.9MeV. This is what one would expect if an E l excitation 
is built upon the first excited state and the coupling of the two excitations is weak. This 
is a rather general experimental evidence and will be discussed in more detail when con­
sidering the 12 G case. The characteristics of the -71 angular distributions, are that the 01 
coefficient is generally positive and increases with energy, the o2 coefficient decreases with 
increasing energy, being positive at W  energies, crossing the zero line in the vicinity of 
the resonance peak, and becoming large and negative at higher energies. The o3 coefficient 
is small, but becomes definitely negative and increases in magnitude with energy, while 04 
is consistent With zero through -dt the energy range covered. As for the no case, a broad 
giant quadrupole resonance built upon the first excited state can be assumed to explain 
the behaviour of the a i and aa coefficients, but again the intensity of this resonance must 
be very small as compared to that of the E l so to  justify the negligible values assumed by 
the 0 4  coefficient. It is further observed that the different shape of the 70 resonances in 
aBe and 4He does not support strong a  clustering in 8Be.
Weller et al. M  report on radiative c- pture to highly excited states of 8Be, confirming 
this peculiar aspect of radiative capture, observed primarily in 12C and 28Si.The most 
evident transition is to unresolved states around 16.6MeV, where two 2+ s Be states are 
expected at 16.62 and 16.92 MeV respectively. The 16.92 MeV level is a single neutron 
State, while the 16.6 MeV level is a single proton state and has a large n etching with 
the entrance channel configuration. Therefore it should be the most valid candidate for 
the final 8Be state involved in the proton radiative capture. The 90 " g yield curve has 
been extended from E p =  12 MeV to E p =  30MeV, which corresp Is to excitation
E„erg,e» above the 16.6iM=V level from 11 to 26M=V. This eorv. b  oompetibie w.th .  
direct E l  +  E2 calculation but the lack of data in the region around B .  -  « M=V “
E  <  HM eV prevents any conclusion on a possible resonance. H this enists it should be 
compact and strong enough to  be observed in the p . channel, and should be built upon 
this state snd shifted up-vard, by «  22MeV U  are those built upon the g.s. a n i t a t  
excited state in "Be. On the other hand, if the direct capture mechmd.ro g.v«= « 
description of the reaction, then this type of experiment should provide a useful mean, for 
studying single particle strengths at high excitation energies W .
1-6 R adiative proton capture in th e GDR. region o f 1 G
Measurements over the “ 0  GDR via radiative proton capture by “ B v c re  started 
with the work of Bair et al. M  who measured from approximately 2 to  SMeV proton
energy, the 0 and 90 deg yields for the " B (p ,1 e ) " 0  ^  to th = 6lS‘
excited state a t 4.43MeV in *=C. detecting gamma rays with a 3" X 3" Nal crystal t at 
gave 8% FWHM resolution at the 137 G. peak (O.MlMeV). Below the neutron production 
threshold (£„ = 3.016MeV«, the 4.43 MeV peak and the peaks corresponding to capture 
transition, to the ground and flrst excited states In ‘3C, clearly identified by their energy 
dependence going as E ,  -  15.95 +  « * , ,  «.= the main structures obsinved In the gamma 
spectra. Above the neutron production threshold, a large background, due to neutron 
capture in the N.I(T1) crystal, extends up to  9 MeV and swamp, the 4.43 MeV peak. The 
-,0 capture can be however measured In all the explored range. Resonant radiative cap ure 
shows at proton energies of 2.6, 3.14,3.6, 4.94 and 6,12 MeV and the trailing edge of the
GDR is already evident.
Extension of them measurement, to  just above the GDR peak, was performed by 
Geunnel et al. M  who produced a 90 deg yield curve from E p -  4 to E ,  -  7 MeV, 
and t a t  remarked on the great advantage of capture reactions, that provide an energy 
assignement determined only by the incoming proton energy and an energy resou ion 
limited only by the gamma spectrometer performance. In their experiment, the g.s. u *  
the first excited state are identified except at low energies, where the transition to  the 4.43
MeV state is merged into the background edge. Only the (p,lo) yield was produced and 
this leads to a peak cross section at Ep =  7.2MeV of (2.7 ±  0.5) X 10"28 cm2, assuming 
isotropy. In the region of overlap there is good agreement with the data of B air et al. M .  
The curve reveals small peaks at 21.4 and 22.1 MeV excitation energy but is otherwise 
smooth, within the resolution of the experiment. Application of detailed balance gives a
peak value .
for the photoproton cross section of 1,20  of (29 ±  5) mb at 90 deg, the peak being 
located at 22.5 MeV. This is in agreement with direct photonuclear reaction measurements. 
Support ^  the existence of compound p + 11B states can be found in the 11B (p ,n )1IC yield 
curve I5SI that shows peaks at 21.3 and 21.8 MeV and from the 12C(e, e'p) 11B excitation 
function lsol tha t shows a peak at E p 6 MeV and discontinuities at approximately the 
excitation energy of 2? .2 and 22.1 MeV. Neveyhejess, if one has to  substantiate the fact 
th a t only few 1™ states of 12C are responsible for absorption in the GDR region, one has 
to improve the overall experimental resolution by an order of magnitude to separate sharp 
and low spaced (< 0.25 MeV) states in 12G.
The 90 deg yield of capture gamma rays leading to the ground and first excited states 
in l2C has been measured In the proton energy range from 3 to 11 MeV by Gove et al. 
t6°l lei) together with a few angular distributions at Critical energies. Capture gamma rays 
Were observed by a a 12 cm 0X15 cm Nal detector. Pulse height spectra are characterized 
by two high energy peaks, corresponding to capture gamma rays leading to the ground and 
first excited states of 12C, a fairly steep rise at lower energies due to neutron background, 
a series of sharp ganynn lines resulting from particle emission by the compound nucleus 
and a smooth cosmic background. The and peaks follow a linear variation with 
Ep expected from reaction kinematics and a rather careful deconvolution of the spectra 
has been made assuming reasonable energy tails for the yo peak, despite the absence ot 
information on detector response to real monochromatic photons. The 90 deg yield curve 
is produced for excitation energies from rt 18 to «  26.5 MeV. The yield Usplays a 
broad resonance centered at (22.5 ±  0.02) MeV and a half maximum width of to 3.1 MeV 
in the c.o.m, system; there is also indication for a small peak at E x «= 25.5 MeV. No sharp 
structure is observed, though from E a =  21 to E a =  22.6 MeV two or three secondary
mavimn with widths of «  200 keV and intensities of the order of 10% of the total yield are 
observed around 21.8, 22.15 and 23.3 MeV. Whether these structures can be responsible io r , 
or associated ^ ' I h e  breaks in the integrated yield curve of neutrons from bremsstrahlung 
irradiation of 12C, reported by Katz l57l, is really questionable since the results of the 
two experiments axe not easily compared. The -yi yield shows more structure, although 
the statistical errors are much higher due to the subtraction of the lo  l°w energy tail 
from the -yi peak contribution. The 'ix/'lo ratio Is low at the GDR peak and thereafter 
it increases continuously up to a value of about 2 at the highest measured proton energy 
of 11.4 MeV. At this energy one has unfortunately not yet reached an excitation in 12C 
of 4.43 MeV above the peak of the g.s. GDR and although the m  yield . u r  e seems to 
flatten at 11.4 MeV, there is too little, evidence to substantiate the existence of a dipole 
resonance built upon the first excited state In l2C. A series of angular distributions for the 
'yo and the n  radiations was made and fitted, in the laboratory system, by the Legendre 
polynomial expansion [1-2] limited to fc =  2. When compared, the -yo results from this 
experiment and from a ('y.p) photoproton experiment l02I agree with each other in the 
region of superposition and result (Table 6) in an ot coefficient always distinct from zero 
and an <%, coefficient that clusters around a value of -0.6.
Angular distribution coefficients
2 .  (MeV) Ol a2 Reference
19.2 0.08 ±  0.03 -0.12 ±  0.04 Gove
21.5 — -0.47 ±  0.02 Gove
22,\ 0.09 ±  0.04 -0,56 ±  0,04 Penfold
22.5 0.12 ±  0.03 -0.69 ±  0,05 GnVe
24,4 0.11 ±  0.03 -0,57 ±  0.05 Gove
25.3 0.27 ±  0.04 -0.59 ±  0.06 Penfold
25,5 0,59 db 0.06 -.0.57 ±  0.09 Gove
If one assumes, together with Courant I03!, that the (p,-y) reaction proceeds in the 
giant resonance region by a direct process, in which a single proton of angular momentum
/m akes a tr a n s itio n ;- , ( +  1 emitting an E l photon and being captured without the 
creation of a compound date, the angular distribution should be (see also ch.4):
W(i?) =  2(; +  2)+;E iin2 d =  l - | ( 2 j ^ - 3 ) P2(C0S1?) I1 361
1
iv(») = 2( e - 1) + (t + ilsin’ ii = i -  5 ( 5i z r i ' ) P l , -c ° ” 1’)  e - * e - i  I1 3,1
I„ the case of p o -IW  P">‘™> “ e s ^
* j  _  p with W(») =  1 -  0.5P,. Extension of the L eg en te  pol^om iel expens.on to
= 4 performed in the region of the GDR gives no stetistlcnl evidence for Ps end F, terms
fferent from zero. The dipole resonance shook! give, e t the peek, »  Or velne of -0.5,
„ e  to whet is experimentally observed, hot Interference with even a small qnadrnpo e
rength shonld prodnc, e ,  and 03 coefficients changing sign npon pass.ng through e
[pole resonance, a feet that is contradicted by «M ■xperlmental evidence. The -ft angu a.
htrlhution has been measumd at S ,  =  7 .« M ,V , where it .was deconvolnted to give
=  1 +  (0.82 ±  0.01) Ft +  (0.40 ±  0.014)?, and at 8.4 MeV where It presented as
pheric.il, isotropic. T h i positive o , .  0.4 value at the peak of the 1 ,  resonance, eanno .
„  given by capture to  a J "  =  1 '  state. Therefore the 1‘  states involved r .  the J o
esonance do not emit gammas to the Srst excited state in » 0 ,  confirming the suggestion
,f Brown and Boisterlf IN  that the giant resonance Is intimately related to She final sta.e
n the dipole emission,.
The entire GDB region has been covered by Becker and Fox M  who m a r r e d  tl«  
90 deg yield of the and m  radiations using proton, from B„ =  6 to  E , -  
In steps of 100 keV, with the aim of confirming the 1o trend to hig er energ 
explore stmctures in the yield better than It .-as done previously. A smgle M  cry, 
detector was used Which allowed a rather easy deconvolution of the spectr. into a »  
pius plus background contribution, with the limitation of a larger s ta tistic , error on 
the t t  peaks, due to the subtraction of tail, from highly populated I s  transitions an
of the neglect, of energy dependent factors in the subtracted lo  response function. No 
evidence of fine structure appears in the giant resonance region for the ground state. 
The excitation function is characterized by a broad maximum around 22.5 MeV and a 
secondary peak at 25.5 MeV. The 71 excitation function exhibits four prominent peaks at 
22.1, 23.6, 25.5 and 26.9MeV, in agreement with the less complete data of Gove et al. lall. 
The 71 contribution exceeds the 70 one above Ep =  9 MeV and remains Higher at higher 
energh,. The integrated yield ratio %,./%,! is equal to 0.79. The data are compared 
t o T  =  1 states calculated by Vinh-Mau and Brown ^  in the framework of a particle- 
hole formalism, using harmonic oscillator wave functions and a 6 -force. The qualitatively 
predicted behaviour finds support from the two yield curves as seen from Table 7.______
TABLE 7
Particle hole state energies in  12 C
Configuration Spin Theory Experiment
W - ' W 1“ 22.2 22.25
( iP i) -X ld * ) 1- 23.9 25.5
1“ 24.3 34.0
( iP i) - 'M ) 2“ 19.2 22.1
w w 2“ 22.9 23.6
3" 26.1 26.9
The predicted 22 .2 MeV level is in gord a # cement u the peak of the G.D.R. This 
level should be, together With almost all others in the table, easily formed in proton capture 
by boron, Which has a ground state configuration decay to the 4.43MeV2+
state should be largely inhibited since it Involves spin-flip. But It carries, as predicted, the 
major part of the dipole strength for the ground state transition. The next structure in 
the 7n yield curve at 25.5 MeV is not distant from the predicted 23.9 MeV 1" level, though 
it b  much more intense than the calculation predicts. The following T" level a. a W M #  
should not easily be excited by proton; capture, since its configuration has a hole in the I s i  
she)’ But data at higher energy lQ7l seem to support Some influence of this level upon the 
7 0  excitation function although the strength b two o rd e rs  of.magnltude lower than that
of the nnht 22.25 MeV transition. The 2~‘ levels at 19.2 and 22.9 MeV are predicted to
strongly deexcitc to the first excited state in as is
confirmed by the presence of peaks in the excitation function at 22.1 and 23.6 MeV. 
Of the four peaks (22 .1, 23.6, 25.5 and 26.9MeV) in the 7 , excitation function, one is 
common to the 70 curve at 25.5MeV. The last can be identified with a ( Ip * )-1^ * )  level 
th a t should lead to non spin flip dipole radiation to the 4.43 MeV 2+ state. An estimate 
of 1.0MeV for the energy difference between the 1~ and the 3~ states, gives for this state, 
not calculated by Vinh-Mau, a value of 25.5 +1.0  =  26.5 MeV, not far from the 26.9 MeV 
experimentally found.
Excitation functions for the ground and first excited state transitions in 12C have 
been studied by R e,ay et al. I67l in the range from E p =  15.0 to Ep =  25.0MeV making 
use, for the first time, of a plastic scintillator ring surrounding the main 10 cm 0X12.7 cm 
N ai crystal, to reduce cosmic radiation Induced spurious contributions by a factor of ten, 
but nc the low energy escapes from the crystal boundaries. The 90 deg yield function 
shows the presence of a weak resonance at 34.4MeV, that decays both to the ground 
and the first excited state, being the 71 contribution two to three times larger than the 
corresponding 70 . The total Width of the 34.4 MeV state is «  4 MeV compared to *  
2.8 MeV for the 22.5 MeV resonance. The integrated (7,Po) cross sections across the 
22.5 MeV and the 34.4 MeV resonances, give a total of 55 ±  ISMeVmb and of 4.1MeVmb 
respectively. Angular distributions are not given, but the e(4l)/e(90) ratio is measured 
to be 1.04 ±0.30 for the g.s. and 1.33 ±0.25 for the first excited state transition. The data 
are discussed in terms of the Giilet and Vinh-Mau M  calculations for 12C dipole
States reported in Table 8.____________________________________ __________________
T A B IT T s -
Configuration and strength of 12C im puted  dipole states 
E(MeV) Strength rel, ( I p i ) " ^ !
1 7  y n.09 0.992 0.078 -0.097 -0.007
It is seen th a t the main component of the 34MeV state is ( is i )  (lp^) and this cannot 
be reached by direct capture since 11B has the I s i  shell completely filled in its ground 
state. Applying the Breit-Wigner one level formula to the dipole states at 22 and 34McV, 
one has for the integrated cross section ratios
E - S l l S  11' 381
where !%,, F ,  and T are the partial widths for proton decay, tor gamma decay to 
the ground state and the total width. In the single particle shell model the widths me
dipole strengths,
E al =  =  0.83 [1 -3 9 ]
T f  0.73  ^22.5y
With this ratio for the gamma decay partial widths, the measured total widths 
(2.8MeV and 4.0MeV respectively) and the integrated cross sections (SGMeVmb and 
4.1 MeV nib respeotlvely) one gets an experimental rati, for proton decay of the two reso- 
nances i f  =  0 .2 0 r f , which is in strong contradiction to  the value of 4 that is obtained as- 
aumhigtlat both dipole, States were due to proton decay entirely through their (Ip a )-'ld ;  
component. The disagreement could only be accounted for by a decay cfthe dipole state 
7 1 .  amah admixtures of continuum conGgUratlons. Support for this view Is given by the 
measured <r(4l)/cr(t0) ratio at 1.04, i.e. almost isotropic. This ratio should be 2.33 in 
the case of direct p ,  capture, whldi k obvlowly ruled out, and 1.52 hi the case of 
j  p dhect capture. But the observed value Can be as Well explained if one assumes 
interference between ,  and dwave capture to a Ghalp State. The possibility of the 34MeV 
stats being IdehtlGed With one of the T =  1 , 2+ states predicted by Vlnh-Mau and Brown 
at 35 and 36.6MeV he, been considered. These States should carry 19!* and 13% of the 
quadrupole strength and contribute 23% and 18% of the total gamma absorption from the 
1=0 g .s. Since they are based upon a (p * )^  conGguratlon, they should be accessible by 
proton capture o n " B . But to reproduce the Integrated value of 4.1 MeV nib, consistent y
with p«,« qu«dmpole absorption, would require r„ /T  =  0.36 -  0.6 i.e. 30% to 60% of 
the 2+ 35 and 36.6MeV states decay should be proton decay to the g.s. and this seems 
exceedingly huge in view of the numerous n, o, p open channels. The conclusion is that 
the state observed at 34M=V is the T  =  1 ,1 "  state of tab le  8.
A very detailed set of data, namely excitation functions at 90 dug for the to  and I t  
transitions and angular distributions at 5 or 6 angles In steps of SOkeV or less, covering 
the range S ,  =  4 t = £ r  =  has been produced by Allas =t al. I“ 1 a t the srgonne
tandem laboratory. The emphasis was in fact given to a  ii.ving maximum resolution and 
as well, for the t o t  time, the trend of the angular distributions for the lo  and the 1r 
transitions over the entire GDR energy region and above it. This was certainly obtained 
due to  the clear separation of the To and 1 , peaks and the validity of the unpeelmg 
procedure to  resolve the total gamma spectrum into To plus Tl, plus cosmic ray, plus 
background contributions. The 90 dag yield curve for to  is dominated by a broad (FWHM 
X 3MeV) structure centered at E„ -  7.2MeV (S ,  -  22.6MeV), accompained by .mailer 
reproducible structures at B , =  6.0,6.7 Mid 8.3 MeV. Above tb. main resonance the 90 deg 
yield decreases with seconder, peaks showing up at B , -  10.4 and 13.2MeV The T, 90 deg 
yield curve shows a more complex etruetur. that involves few 'equally* strong rr.onances, 
although above 6MeV one can observe a slow growth and subsequent decay m tne average 
yield, that can be ascribed to a broad (T «  7 MeV) resonance centered at about B , -  
11 MeV. Resonance, me distinguishable from this average behaviour at 6.7,8.3,10.5,11.8 
end 13.1 MeV. A doublet of states is confirmed around B , =  t  MeV and a new sharp (T -  
lOOkeV) resonance is observed at 10.15MeV. These data confirm and extend previous 
results except for the newly observed 10.16 MeV resonance, with the advantage of extreme 
detail on the whole ene-ry t o g .  and of lower statistical errors resulting from a good single 
crystal resolution and a computer-assisted ..peeling  procedure. Angular distributions for 
the To transitions show little variation across the resonance and are characterised by a pea 
at about 90 deg and a quit, large anisotropy, the yield being concentrated more towards the 
forward angles. Angular distributions for the Tt transition me less anisotropic and show 
considerable variation across the huge structure observed In the yield curve. Cross sections
are fitted by the usual Legendre polynomial expansion [1-2], restricted to  four terms only, 
The 01 -  04 coefficients are plotted in steps of 50keV or less as a function of energy. The 
behaviour is extremely different for the two cases. For the To component the 01 coefficient 
is always positive and, after some fluctuations between 4.0 and 5.5 MeV, it stabilizes at 
+0.03 around 5.5 MeV, then increasing with energy to reach a value of +0.3 at 13.8 MeV. 
The o2 coefficient is always negative at an average Vilue of -0.6 from 4.3 MeV upwards. 
The o3 value is positive with large fluctuations below 5.0 MeV; thereafter it remains very 
close to zero showing perhaps a tendency t,o go towards negative values above 11.5 MeV. 
The a4 coefficient is never distinguishable from zero oVer the entire energy range. On 
qualitative grounds, one can say that the 90 deg peaking
is reflected in the negative a2 value, while the forward angle predominance has the 
consequence of a positive increasing 04 coefficient. The Ti coefficients show in general large 
fluctuations. The 01 value is generally positive, but assumes a steadily increasing trend 
only above 5.0 MeV. The trend of a2 is completely different as it has large, but negative 
fluctuations below 6.0 MeV and then averages to about zero up to 9.0 MeV. From there 
on, the trend is consistently downwards. Both 03 and 04 are not distinguishable from 
zero around which they largely fluctuate, even though more positive values are found for 
a3 below 5.5 MeV. After integration is performed, the total (p,To) cross section clearly 
resembles the 90 deg yield. The peak Value is 1.2 X lO-28  cm2, as compared with the value 
of 1.3 X 10~2a cm2 given by Gove et al. lG1l and 2.1 X 10™28 cm2 of Gemmel et al. W  The 
(P,T i) total cross section peaks at 0.83 X lO" 28 cm2 at about 10.3 MeV. Extrapolating 
this curve with the data at higher energy of Re^ay et al. l67l, one has a FWHM of about 
7 .0 MeV. Energy integration over the two peaks gives 630 eV b for the To case and 850 eVb 
for the Tl case. These values require that, in both cases, the bulk of the capture must 
proceed through E l transitions. This Could be reflected in the relative simplicity of the 
To yield, to which E l contributions come only from 1" capturing states, and the evident 
complexity of the Ti yield to which E l contributions may come from either 1™, 2 “ or 3™ 
capturing states due to the high spin value of the final 4.43 MeV 2+ state, However, the 
appearance of secondary maxima in the To yield, suggests that the strength of the transition 
is not exhausted by a single level. In j  -  3 coupling, one can predict the behaviour of the
angular distribution. Assuming the dominance of E l transitions, although the forward 
asymmetry indicates interference with multipolarities of opposite parity like M l or most 
probably E2, one can reach a capture 1" state coupling to the UB § "  ground state, with 
k proton in either a a*, d* °r d* state. In this case the angular distribution is completely 
determined by the set of equations
W (d) =  1 +  0 ^ 2  (cost?)
a2 =  0.40(di)2 +  0.40(d4)2 +  0 .6 0 (^ )(d 4) ^
+  cos(sd)[0.45(si,di) — 1.34(s^,d |)]
1 =  ( s i)2 +  (d i)2 +  (d^)2
where t,- is the amplitude of the partial wave of orbital angular momentum i  and total 
spin j .  The cos(sd) can be computed from the nuclear radius and,if r =  l .Z A ^ fm , one 
fW s a decreasing trend from 1.0 at 2 ,  =  4MeV to 0,S at 2p =  14.0MeV. Obviously &e 
exact determination of the three amplitudes is impossible with only two equations relating 
them, but the path that represents the possible combinations can be computed and gives 
some important information, viz. i) The s i  intensity cannot be zero and must vary from 
1% to 80%; li) the d* intensity is always greater than 10% and can be as high as 98% 
keeping the same sign of s x ; ill) the dx intensity can be zero and not greater than 50%. If 
one reproduces the energy behaviour of o , from , 14MeV, taking into account possible 
uncertainties in the nuclear radius the situation Is
(,l/3 )2 froml%to3%; d,/s|d3/,|from 0% to-32% ; ds/,|ds/=|6om66%to97%
which Strongly supports d-wave proton capture. Energies, transition probabilities and 
angular distributions for T =  1,1“ states have been computed by Vinh-Mau and Brown 
|GG| whhin the particle-hole formalism and are reported in Table 9.
Then the strongest transition is at 22.2 MeV In excellent agreement with the nfo cen­
troid energy at 22.5 MeV. The E l transition is dominated by a ( I p i ) " 1^  as the analysis 
of angular distributions confirmed, assigning to d* capture a probability of between 66 and
:Y : £ -
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9 8 %. The experimental « , value -f -0 .6  i. not diatant from the predicted -0 .4  with the 
difference expected to be easily removed by the addition of small (< 5/t! percentages of 
da or s i  amplitudila In the theoretical calculations. Further support of this picture comes 
from the calculation, of Gillet N  which predict, for the dominant giant resonance state, 
the |(1pi r i d i |/l( lp .! )-> ld | l amplitude ratio to be -0.12 with an angulhr distrfcution 
=  i  -  0.46#,, not far from what is experimentally found. The Becker and Fox 
assignment of a (p a )- 1^  conlguration to the structure at 25.5 M=V in the To yield is not 
supported here by the detailed angular distribution measurements. Still in the spirit of 
pure j  -  j  coupling, one can consider radiative transitions to the first excited state from 
the T  =  1 J *  =  1" 2“ 3-  states of 12C as predicted by Vinh-Mau and Brown , as m 
Table 9. The small characteristic «3 coefficient found experimentally, is supported by the 
calculated values, that are < 0.04 for five of the eight possible configurations. The j  -  J 
coupling scheme also accounts for the weak role In the ^  yield of the ( , * ) - ' d* codlE™ - 
tlon, that dominates the 1c, hi b e t the2+4.43MeV state conhsuratlon, (Ip*)- Ip* dees 
not connect through single P ^ ic le  131 transitions to the 22.5MeV 1" states (A J 2). 
The angular distributions do not contradict die Becker and Fox arguments of peaks ,n 
the yield, 1.0. 2 3 .7 K lp ^ ^ la ^ 2 -l, 2 5 .6 [ ( lp ^ ^ ld |, l - ] ,  and
26.S[(lp*)-1lc k i3 -] . The latter agreement Is supported by the fact that theory assigns
■ TABLE 9
Particle hole states in 12C
' Configuration j" 2= (MeV) El(%) IV (i?)
' i~ 18.7 6.5 1
i - 22.2 75 1 -  0.04P2
i - 23.9 0.5 1 +  0 .0 4 #
, ' /  - 2~ 18.11
1 +  0.143P2
, « (lP 4 )-l ld 4
2“ 19.2 1
' ’ -■
( i p # r ^ 4 2"
3“
3“
22.9 1
1 —• 0.24P2 
1 -  0.19#
3“ 34.3 1
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to I "  and 2" states energies all below 24MeV,
l-T  R eso n an t rad ia tiv e  c a p tn re  to  th e  flrs t exc ited  s ta te ,  in  “ 0  
Absotate cross sec ion, at 90 deB and at other 7 angles (30, 45, 60, 90, 130, 135
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m o n u c .  The '-‘ 0  ehd “ B ground elates have beer, simply described as pure Ip j  
hole states. A channel radius of K. =  4.5fm, based on *»C mcperlme.tally detem m ed 
charge d i s t r i b u t e  been used, with a boundary condition for the radral wave funs .on, 
to  which a logarithm derivative equal to - 1  was imposed at R„. The mduced w.dth 
amplitudes of the lp - lh  configuration are defined by
^  =  (ftc) (2mo2i?0)_ 1/,a Rou{R0) =  (2 .247MeV1/=)B0u(Ee) 11-41]
With the radial wav. function normalised to  /* •  |r« (r)Pdr -  1 Value, are reported in
Table 10.
— T SB E ITH )"
Reduced width amplitudes of lp -lh  configurations in 12C
Single particle state ^(MeV^)
lp 0.427iv
Id  1'4G0
1y 1.850
ac 1*638
2p
The r e d u c e d  Widths for configurations like the ( I s ^ - H p j  require some attention as 
*
For the calculated ccntributlous of the vn lo u . elements to the 1 , and -K transitions, 
one can say that the %  Is dominated by the conflguratton, while the mam
contribution to arises from the coupled to  S ' 2 '  and 1" in order of
importance. But there Is no simple evidence that the many structures euper.mentally 
observed in the excitation function, me due to the greater number of levels winch can 
contribute an E l  transition to the first excited state, since the calculated w.dtha of su 
levels me quite large and their combination does not give rise to appreciable structure. 
Rather the Interpretation is th a t these structure:, are clear evidence for the presence 0 
more complex configurations. The 1 , total cross section results appear to  be dommated 
by the l ( lp r ) - l (M l)U - configuration at low energy implying a strong M l tram,,t,on, and 
by the M lP l l -M l/ i l l . t  configuration at higher energies. Referring to the tran.it.on 
comparison with calculations allows u . to extract a few fundamental statements. F ust the 
huge structure at MMcV disappears completely if IV is chosen at a perfectly reasons e 
value of 2.8. The fact is consistent with the configuration l(ls^) (lP $ )]i- being excit 
w ith several complex states, which are not efficiently reached in proton capture. Second y 
the apparent resonance phenomena observed a t 25 MeV and 28 MeV have such magnitudes 
th a t they certainly involve dipole transition, as could result from interference between these 
states and the main component of the GDR. However the state predicted at 25 -  28 MeV 
by Gitlet, consisting primarily of ( l p , ) - ‘ ( ld , )  included In these calculation. »  not able to 
reproduce the experimental structures. The hypothesis of this author is that the resonance, 
are predominantly many psnticles-many holes, with a substantial admixture of Ip -lh  states 
through which they are populated and observed. It is emphasised that t h e .  conclusions me 
only possible after a complete calculation, being direct comparison to  computed strengths
of the many ip - lh  states present in this
energy region completely misleading,If it h  not known how the strength I, distributed. 
A much larger predicted value give, further support to  the presence of substantial adnnx- 
tu re , of different configurations although the Ip-lh  computed angular coefficients seem 
no. to have enough semitlvlty to reflect this fact. Much large, experimental values an 
overall discrepancies me observed In the decay .0 the 4 .« M .V 2 t  firs, excited sta t. m 
m c  which I, mainly a ( l p , ) “ ‘ (lP j) configuration. On a ganetal has,,, considering
, evm 6 ttpellm e»t of photon »h.orpti.nf,om  » o h  n ( l p , ) - ( l P i )  ^  *  «■
thnt Ip -lh  nboon.tlon (promoting the , 1-g k  P j P » ton  to higher .hell,) »  t a  proboW,zzTZZzzrzzi-z::::-.:
conSplrations through which it k observed in proton capture.
The unique pomlbility offered by rudiutive c.ptnre trnneition, towards the under-
i l s *
et al. Ia6l points, given by
*(90) [iib/sr] -• 12.23 +  0.078(5^, -  12.5)) I1 "  421
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with previous measurements both in absolute value and In energy dependence. Above 
HM eV, the new information is that of a slight dip In the 7 0  Y^d at E p =  l4MeV and 
a slight peak at E p «  IGMeV. Otherwise the two curves show a smoothly decreasing 
cross section from E p =  14 to E p =  23MeV. There is no evidence for a resonance at 
3 .  =  28MeV (Brassard I'M) nor of a resonance at 3 .  =  WMeV M . The 7 1  excitation 
peaks at an energy which b displaced by roughly the energy of the first excited 2+ state,
» feature that might be tak'n as Indicating weak coupling between the 0+ 2+ arid
the 04- -+ I" excitations. So. ,  structure In the two curves appears cor-elated below 
3 .  =  28WeV which would be interpreted by Kanimura et si. M , hi bums o." the dipole- 
qJadrupole coupling. T h e  most dramatic feature of the capture to the 0+ 7.65 MeV state b  
Its weakness relative to the other measured transitions, in particular to the g.s. GDB, On 
a qualitative bask this can be reconciled to the fact that the 7.66 MeV state Is a deformed
state
with „ large lp-4h component end a GDB bnilt upon it will be a combination of 3p- 
3h, 4p-4h and Sp-Sh configuiatlons that do not couple strongly with the “ B + p  entrance 
. b L . I ,  The relative atrength of the to the »  transition depend, on the number of 
common Intrinsic conflguratlon. In the two 0+ (g.s. and 7.65) states. This should m  any 
case be limited to the 1% value obtained by direct comparison of the and 1 , cross 
section, at the peak of the g.s. GBR (J2.HM.V), A calculation by Tagitaw. and A,Ilea 
W , based on the description of these 0+ states as a combination of two intrinsic alpha 
cluster configurations, give, a value of 1.2% for the -f ,/lo  ratio. The strong coupling 
between GDR's built on the intrinsic configuration, of these 0+ state, Is contradicted by 
the absence of a large number of correlated structure. In th, 1o and -fc channel,, as is 
seen for example In ‘«0 , where several of the 1 , chsnnel structure have jlso .ignificimce in 
the -n  -hannel N  W . The (p,1e) cross section peak, are displaced,,aspect to the (M o)  
peak, by an amount roughly similar to the excitation energy of the ' nal state (1.65 Me ), 
as to be expected if there 1. weak coupling between the GBR and the 1.65 MeV excitation, 
but used with caution since the (p,-|.) strength Is weak and may no. be representative o 
the entire -» strength energy behaviour. The Ta yield show, narrow asymmetric peak, at 
E  «  21.5 and E .  =  gl.SMeV and this Is related to the larger entrance channel angular
r
A
, ft'
momenta po.sibl. to, E l captnre to the 3" level, to, Instanee as high ae /  wave captae 
followed by decay to S '.  But the appea.e.ee of =onaide,»bl. et.ength at energ.ec below 
the weak coupling estimate (22.5 +  9.6 «  S2MeV) and the ls,ge width of the steength 
distribution Indicate the complex natul-e of this ,e« tion  channel.
M  GDTV,, built on p-h excited states in >=C up to 2W  excitation energy 
Extension to high encgies (B , =  18 to E ,  -  «M eV ) has bee. performed at the Mi­
lan. cyciotron by a gtoup including the autho, W . The purpose was ,  ^  ^
inverse reaction, photonnclea, data in the intermediate energy region (30 <  <  110 MeV)
where data interpretation is for . . . .  reason controversial. Above the partic .  enuss.on 
threshold in fact, the photon nucleus interaction is known to be collect,ve throng .  
excitation of virtue, I p *  state, and h „ )  cross sections me well fitted by even as.mpie 
single nucleon knock-., t scheme up to 300M=V. But this scheme is unable to exp.am the 
remarkable summetry observed between the (h,p) and the h ," )  cross sections over 
whole range M  investigated. Above UOM.V elementary production processes on s,n- 
gie nucleons (impuise approximation) become relevant and boson exchange current, and 
correlations have been shown to be essential to explain, for example, the two body pho o-
was also obtained, thank, to the very good energy resolution of the anticoincidence spec­
trometer, composed of a centra, cylindrical 24cm 0x32cm  M  crystal surrounded by a 
thick shell of NE110 plastic scintillator. Analysis of t  pomt angular distributions was po 
slbl. since the detector was able to he rotated from 35 to 145 deg with respect to the beam 
direction. Two critical points had to be tackled during the experiment, namely b.ckgroun 
and pile up. Background rejection is a very important feature in such experiments, „ .c  
capture cross sections above the GDrt are orders of magnitude lower than (p,*») or (p,P T) 
cress section, at the same energy. Moreover the capture photon rate *  —  
the rate In the scintillator volume. Two different systems have therefore been ad.p ■
the relevant neutron background is reduced by time of light discrimination penorme o
plastic scintillator shell, The beam current has been limited to about 20 n
zt * tl
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■
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t o p  t o  distortion due to t o  pile-up on the detected spectrum below 6%. In addition pile 
up of pulses both above or below threshold hss been efficiently rejected by the electron,cs.
transitions to t o  9.6(3-), 13.3(ir), Ib.'CM , « •« (» -) . ^
20.6(3") states. The photon spectrum in figure 6 Is unfolded by the sum of nm. response
functions, computed by a Monte Carlo code, plus a continuum background. Pert of the
observed background has probably a physical origin, but instrumental contributions hke
residual pile-up end bremsstrahlung cannot be excluded. The spectrum is divided into
six energy Intervals corresponding respectively to t o  ground state, 4.43MeV, 9.64MeV,
12 7 +13.3 MeV, 15.1 +16.1 .MeV, 18 -  2lM=V excitation energy regions. The 1-th inter-
val has been fitted by one or more response functions, properly normalised to t o  detector
efficiency, plus a linear background B ,(B) =  or® +  k . The parameter k  1. fccd by the
requirement of continuity with the background in the adjicc,,, interval,, the free param-
.ter, are to .cfore, for each -terVai, the slope a, and t o  peak areas Ai,  the peak width
being fixed to the total experimental FWHM resolution, as deduced from a complete se
Of ( , , 1o) measurements in “ B and “ C 1-1. The fit is started from the highest, energy
Interval adjusting 6. in order to get rare background at the end point of the spectrum,
after optimisation of the 1 , peak area the tail of the response function Is subtracted from
all t o  higher excitation energy points and the same procedure is repeated to obtain «
and A,  for the following intervals, The cm . differential cross section, can be written
da
an
2Jj [1 -  43]
k=l
Kecall (see [M]) that L  is the maximum multipolarity order and the Ot finite solid 
angle correction factors are, in t o  geometry of this experiment, nearly unity. The expert- 
mental data have been fitted to expression (1-43) limiting the sum to i  <  2. A few ana yses 
performed Including higher order term, gave remit, systematically consistent with «  -  ». 
If only h i,  M l and E2 multipolarities are considered to be effective, the „  coeffic ents are 
related to t o  multipol. transition amplitude, J l  their Interference tsm s (% & ')
„  summarized In table 1. The fit Is unambiguous only when a complete angular range ,s
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scanned in the measurements. Since our data include angles from 35 deg to 125 deg only, 
further constraints have been imposed
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which are consistent with all the available theoretical estimates. As concerns the 
(p,ryo) cross section and angular distributions, three different calculations can be compared 
to our data. The Bologna group I81) c imputes the electric transition matrix elements using 
RPA/Skyrme3 wave functions for the « C  ground and scattering state, tensor correlations, 
which are known to influence E l strength above 30MeV are neglected. Exchange currents 
axe included by the use of the Siegert theorem. The continuous curve in figure 7 is the 
RPA result: the agreement Is fairly good both in magnitude mid energy dependence up 
to about R ,  =  50MeV. Above this energy a gradually increasing deviation is observed 
for the at and o2 coefficients. The change of slope in o3 and a4 coefficients above 35MeV 
in our data, probably related to a fast increase of E2 absorption above the GDR, is not 
reproduced and the calculation shows a more regular behaviour. The discrepancy could be 
due to the smoother energy distribution of RPA E2 strength in "C . The Bochum group 
18=1 adopts a semi-direct interaction model, where ground state correlations are introduced 
in the energy independent shell model wave functions through a Yukava type effective N-N 
potential. Tensor correlations are partially included by a renorm alir Mon of the residual 
interaction strength to the dipole rule. Exchange currents are explicitely included. A 
better trend in the higher energy region is obtained as shown by the dotted curve m figure 
7 , Since the most significant difference In the two models is in the residual interaction 
used, we might speculate that also tensor correlations begin to influence the dipole cross 
section above SOMeV. A third possible approach consists in a simple proton knock out 
model I83! if calculations are limited to the (nf.Po) channel.But the evidence is th a t there is 
a strong dependence of the computed cross section from the adopted shell or optical model 
potentials M M ,  with no single particle potential being able to  fit simultaneously the 
integrated cross section and its angular dependence (Figure 8). Besides a direct knock out 
mode, is inconsistent With the observed symmetry between (l.p )  and ^ n )  cross section, 
which can be accounted for only by including correlations in the nuclear wave functions. 
Proton capture experiments provide also Information on the capture cross sections to 
various excited states of the compound nucleus, In "C We have observed up to 8 photon
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peaks corresponding to all states having a large (or .sufficiently large) spectroscopic factor 
for a Ip -lh  configuration with the hole in the Ip i  shell. The integrated cross sections are 
recorded in figure 9 together with all existing data at lower energies. A systematic feature 
of these cross sections is the existence of giant dipole resonances based on each excited 
state of l2C. Resonances have been in fact observed at all angles at 22.5, 25.5, 27.4, (28.5), 
31.0, 33.2, 37 and 4 3 MeV. In figure 10-a are reported the integrated cross section.
/ •B O M e V  .
(Tint =  f  I1 ™45!
J thresh
from which the average excitation energy in each transition is computed
r 60  M e V  , .
< E > -  I u o p„ x { u j ) d n / 0 i n t  [1 -4 6 ]
J  thresh
In order to perform integration the (p,1 =) cross sections were extrapolated to the 
threshold point using both a linear dependence and a Breit-Wigner resonant shape. Even 
With uncertainties associated with the assumed extrapolation, the resonance energy shifts 
upwards roughly proportionally to the excitation energy E e of the coupled level (figure 
10-b). The integrated cross section is almost equal; for the 70 and the 71 transitions; 
the other channels also show similar cross sections but of lower magnitude (Figure 10-a). 
These facts, together with the dominant E l behaviour assigned by the angular distributions 
(figures 11, 12 and 13), support the very simple and attractive model where we have the 
new evidence tha t one can build a collective excitation not on'. ,x'o n  the g.s. of a nucleus, 
but in practice also on a large set of excited states showing a dominant or significant single 
particle nature. In particular such a GDR can be built even upon states at E x «  20 MeV 
which correspond to the Iftw excitation in the p-h scheme.
1-9 S eco n d  h a rm o n ic  G D R  a n d  single p a r t ic le  s ta te s  in  C
The existence of considerable proton capture strength, concentrated not only in the 
first few excited states, but also in the high lyklg states of light nuclei, Was first remarked 
by Kovash et al. M  for capture to " 0 ,  and " S i at 40, 60 and 80MeV proton energy
at an angle of 60 deg. An anticoincidence Nal-plastic scintillator spectrometer was used 
Which ensured 3.8% resolution at E ,  =  50MeV and an efficient neutron rejection by the
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F IG U R E  U  Angular distribution coefficients for proton radiative capture to 
energies of 4.43 MeV and 9.64 MeV,
jinal WO states at excitation
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F lG tiB E  13 Angular distribution coefficients for proton radiative capture to final l30  states at excitation 
energies of 12.71 -t-13.3 MeV arid 15.1 +  16,1 MeV.
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time of flight technique with a 2 .1ns FWHM resolution. All spectra showed transitions 
to the ground and first excited states. In addition a peak at 19.2 MeV is observed in 12C at 
E p =  40 and E p =  60MeV, and persists as a shoulder at E p = 80 MeV. The peak moves 
with bombarding energy as expected for radiative proton capture to a state or a narrow 
group of states around 19.2 ±  0 .6 MeV, with a differential cross section of 0.96 ±  0.3 /ib/sr 
a t 40MeV and 0.12 ±  0.04/ib /sr at E p =  60 MeV. Similarly a peak at 13.8 MeV excitation 
energy is seen in 28 Si, carrying a considerable strength and behaving in energy as observed 
for i2C, indicating capture to a group of states at 13.8 ±  0.6 MeV with a differential cross 
section of 1.0±0.3 yb/sr at E p =  40 MeV. If one thinks of these reactions as a direct process 
in which the proton radiates enough energy to drop into the appropriate particle orbit then, 
for target nuclei having a hole in the outermost shell, the transition should be favoured 
to  those states having a large superposition with Ip -lh  configurations, These states are 
therefore expected to have in 12C a ( i p i ) " 1! ^  configuration summming to J* =  4“ and 
in 28Si a ( l d | ) -1 /^  summing to J "  =  6 " . In (e,e') experiments M  a 19.2MeV4~ state 
has been identified for 12C and a 14,3 MeV 6“ state has been identified for 28Si, in rather 
good agreement with the observations of Kovash. A shape much broader than in (e, e ) 
experiments is observed in the corresponding peaks, suggesting that more members 
of the same Ip - lh  configuration participate to some extent to the transition. Furthermore 
it is known the the 6" state at «  14MeV in 28Si decay* 100% M l to the 6" ,  T =  0 state 
at 11 MeV and there is not evidence for a strong E l decay of i ie  19.2MeV state in 12C 
to low lying states. Therefore these configurations should all have their electric dipole 
sum rule concentrated into transitions to or from states of higher energy. For example f, 
wave capture on UB could produce a (Ip*)’ 1! /*  state to decay by „1 to a ( i p i ) " 1! ^  
state, Similarly a g wave proton capture on 27 A1 could produce a ( ld |)  1 iff ft resonance to 
decay E l to a (i<fy)“ l l / j  state, Such a fact is confirmed experimentally and suggests the 
presence of second harmonic resonant capture (2kw) that drops E l to first harmonic (lAw) 
excitations, Further support to the relevance assumed in proton capture by single particle 
states is supplied by capture to 13N states where the dominant radiative transition is to 
the third excited §+ state that has a substantial d y  spectroscopic factor. Bumps observed 
at lower 7  energy could not be related to Capture reactions, due to the lack of energy points
taken and because there was not a one to one correspondence to reported levels in 1,3N.
Extensive investigations of proton capture to a group of states around 19,2 MeV has 
been performed by a Triangle Ohio Indiana l88l collaboration which has produced a com­
bined set of data, taken from just above the g.s. GDR up to E p =  60MeV, using the 
Triangle FN Tandem, the Triangle Oyclograaff and the Indiana cyclotron. A 60 deg yield 
curve taken in steps of 0.5 MeV from 23 to 32 MeV and larger steps above, an unpolarized 
angular distribution at E p — 28.7 and an analyzing power [1-7] measurement at the same 
proton energy are discussed in terms of a direct capture mechanism also in comparison to 
what this approach predicts for capture transition to the ground and first excited states in 
12C, Very similar scintillation detectors were used at the two laboratories; they included 
an anticoincidence shield, additional gain stabilisation circuitry and time of flight n -  -7 
separation. Gamma spectra showed peaks having centroid energies corresponding to the 
ground state and states at 4.43, 9.64, 13,35, 15.11, 16.58, 18.52, 19.65 and 20.68 MeV. 
The line shape corresponding to these states, plus a background contribution evaluated at 
about 10% of the total yield, gave good fits to the observed spectra, producing absolute 
errors in the quoted cross sections of about 20%, these included normalization uncertain­
ties between sets of data taken at the two laboratories, Combined unpolarized data and 
analyzing powers produced at the same energies, were deconvoluted together with pre­
vious results by the usual Legendre polynomial expansion [1-43], including the geometry 
factors Qk> A direct capture model calculation was performed. The reaction is viewed 
as a mechanism in which the incoming nucleon Undergoes a radiative transition from its 
scattering state to a single particle (bound or unbound) state of the residual nucleus, For 
nucleons captured by a 0 Spin target to a definite t j  final state via an electric transition 
of multipolarity L  the total cross section is given by
-  27rc^ cy  + i ( 2i + 1) [(2L —iynp §  I 11" 471
Here £& is the effective charge, given for a larget of inaSS A  and charge Z  and a 
projectile of charge a, by \
taken and because there was not a one to one correspondence to reported levels in 13 N.
Extensive investigations of proton capture to a group of states around 19.2 MeV has 
been performed by a Triangle Ohio Indiana l88l collaboration which has produced a com­
bined set of data, taken from just above the g.s. GDR up to Ep — G0M:V, using the 
Triangle FN Tandem, the Triangle Cydograaff and the Indiana cyclotron. A 60 deg yield 
curve taken in steps of 0.5 MeV from 23 to 32 MeV and larger steps above, an unpolarized 
angular distribution at Ep =  28.7 and an analyzing power [1-7] measurement at the same 
proton energy are discussed in terms of a direct capture mechanism also in comparison to 
what this approach predicts for capture transition to the ground and first excited states in 
12C, Very similar scintillation detectors were used at the two laboratories; they included 
an anticoincidence shield, additional gain stabilisation circuitry and time of flight n  — 7 
separation. Gamma spectra showed peaks having centroid energies corresponding to the 
ground state and states at 4.43, 9.64, 13.35, 15.11, 16.58, 18.52, 19.65 and 20.68 MeV. 
The line shape corresponding to these states, plus a background contribution evaluated at 
about 10% of the total yield, gave good fits to the observed spectra, producing absolute 
errors in the quoted cross sections of about 20%, these included normalization uncertain­
ties between sets of data taken at the two laboratories. Combined unpolarizsd data and 
analyzing powers produced at the same energies, were deconVoluted together with pre­
vious results by the usual Legendre alynomial expansion [1-43], including the geometry 
factors Qk‘ A direct capture model calculation was performed. The reaction is viewed 
as a mechanism in which the incoming nucleon undergoes a radiative transition from its 
scattering state to a single particle (bound or unbound) state of the residual nucleus. For 
nucleons captured by a 0 spin target to a definite I j  final state via an electric transition 
of multipolarity L the total cross section is given by
+  1) L (2L + 1) [{2L ~  I)!!]2 ^  ^  47'
Here ep is the effective charge, given for a target of mass A and charge Z  and a 
projectile of charge z, by \
The quantities l a and j„  are the orbital and total angular momentum for the proton 
partial wave in the incident state. When it is assumed that the direct capture process 
depends only on the final state parentage to the target ground state plus a single nucleon, 
the matrix elements do net depend on the spin of the target nucleus. The case for a target 
w ith spin J„ is therefore given by
=  (2J02+ iK 2 j +  i ) cr° 11 ”  491
where J /  is the total angular momentum of the final state and j  is the total angular 
momentum of the particle in the final state. The transition matrix elements are
computed using the Lafferty and Cotanch I80! expression of the electromagnetic operators 
th a t includes the Siegert theorem since the nuclear current operator is replaced by the 
charge density operator. All but the first term of the complete expansion, scaled according 
to  S 7/m c2 (0.03 for this case), are rejected. In the case1 where the nucleon is captured 
into a final state which is a continuum state having an energy E f  and a width T, the total 
cross section is obtained by integrating over the energy of the final state.
^ = n % m - dE' m  11" 601
If a Breit Wigner shape is assumed for the cross section as a function of E j , integra­
tion is equivalent to multiplying the cross section at the centroid energy Er by a factor 
' %T/2, Angular coefficients were also calculated starting from the transition matrix ele­
ments using the formalism of Weller. Direct E l plus E2 calculations were compared
to both excitation function and angular distribution coefficients o f J is an- n  captures 
in l2C. It is observed that the direct capture cross section ’«» the wrong energy depen­
dence and underestimates by a factor of about 5 the exp ,mental values aroun. the peak 
energy, while at higher energies the direct capture mot 1 give.) a satisfactory a,(i »sent. 
The angular distribution coefficients calculation U in re; am b le  agreement with \e  data 
but this has to be taken with some caution, since it as already been t -  -ced that the
GDR has little effect, for example, on the 02 coefficient since this depends basically on the 
gross average potential well and since 01 and a3 are very small and consequently affected 
by large statistical errors right in the region above the GDR, where the effect of a reso­
nant capture is expected to produce a change of the order of 2 for the a i /a 3 ratio. Two 
general conclusions, applicable to the 710  transition too, are drawn. First the typical giant 
resonances observed in proton capture give an enhancement of the order of 5 above the 
direct capture model predictions. The opening of more channels and the spread-out of the 
CDR built upon highly excited states should reduce this factor. Secondly it is difficult to 
observe GDR-related effects on the angular distributions, at least at low energies where 01 
and 03 in particular are confused with zero. More possibilities of seeing departures from a 
direct mechanism in an angular distribution, should be offered at higher energies but we 
cannot ignore possible deviations of the E2 strength from direct capture predictions, with a 
consequent reduction of every E l  enhancement. Nor we can ignore the possible presence of 
many interference terms in m  and a3, that could introduce large variations in them.even 
for small phase changes. In any case the observation of significant departures from a direct 
capture mechanism should be very reliably taken as the effect of a resonant phenomenon. 
Three different calculations Were performed for the (p,7io) reaction channel. In the first 
the assumption is that the single particle dominant strength is d i  and that the d i  single 
particle state is bound. A convenient Woods Saxon potential (F =  63.3 MeV, r0 =  1.25 fm, 
a =  0.65 fm and F„0 =  8.75 MeV) placed the d t  state just below the proton threshold at 
15 MeV. This value is clearly unphysical but the energy in the cross section kinematic 
factors is taken to be 19.2 MeV. The proton binding energy is - 1.0 MeV. The continuum 
wave function was generated from the optical model potential that fitted 30 Me /  proton 
elastic scattering data M . In the second and third calculation the final state was treated 
as a continuum state described by an optical potential having the imaginary part alterna­
tively set at 0 and 0 .5 . A summary of the adopted incident and final state potentials is 
given in table 11 While a summary of the calculated angular distributions is given In table 
12, It is claimed that the bound final state calculation already gives a good description of 
both the main features of the excitation function, that incidentally peaks around 30MeV
T A B LE 11
Woods Saxon potential parameters
Parameter Incident potential Final state pot.
V  (MeV) 45.2 55
W  (MeV) 3.38 0.0-0.5
V.o(MeV) 7.79 6.64
ro(fm) 1.09 1.23
r,(fm) 1.3 1,16
r,o(fm) 0.98 1.03
oo(fm) 0.59 0.66
0 E 0.97 0.66
rc(fm) 1,29 1.10
T A B LE 12
Computed angular distribution coefficients
Botind Oont. W =  0 Cont. W  — ,5 Exper.
o i 0.44 0.56 0.35 0.37 ±  0.05
02 "0.57 -0,52 -0.52 -0.50 ±  0.09
03 -O.lo -0.22 -0.20 -0.27 i :  0.07
bi 0.084 0.092 0.096 0.02 ±  0.016
62 -0.044 -0.041 -0.040 -0.027 ±  0.008
6a -0.022 -0.026 -0.027 -0.016 ±  0.0006
and Slftl of its total is accounted for strength by the E l contribution alone, and of the 
angular distributions with the exception of the 61 Coefficient, However the energy depen­
dence of the data Is not reproduced above SOMeV.The investigated energy dependence of 
the optical potential used to describe the initial state Was found insignificant regarding a 
better agreement between data and calculations. The situation is unexpectedly worse foir 
the more realistic continuum final state calculations, and seems to suggest the presence of 
additional strength in the data: a giant resonance, enhanced by a factor of three above the
direct capture being one possibility, according to Londergan and L u d e k in g ^  who gr
direct contribution already in marked disagreement with the present one.
The above mentioned work of Londergan and Ludeking l02l deserves attention, in view 
of the concepts of direct and semidirect processes that it includes and of the further refine­
ments of Blatt et al. M  that resulted so succesfully in explaining remarkable analogies 
in proton radiative capture to adjacent nuclei, For nucleon radiative capture reactions the 
transition amplitude
is calculated. Here V>i is the nuclear wave function which is composed of an incident 
proton of momentum and the ground state of the target nucleus, W  is the final state 
wave function. Ax(r) is the electromagnetic potential for the creation of a photon with 
momentum fcx* energy =  \k\, elicity X and polarization en{k) and is given by
The current operator is expressed only in terms of one body convection and spin 
magnetic currents and has the form
Ha being the nucleon magnetic moment and 73(a) the isospin component. Siegert theorem 
has been used to replace the divergence of the one body current by the matrix elements of a 
one body operator between the initial and final wave functions and the magnetic multipole 
contribution has been added separately, The transition matrix elements are calculated in 
a spectator formalism: i.e. the incident nucleon is assumed to radiate a photon in the 
presence of the strong target field under the following hypotheses: i) the mcideyit and 
final wave functions can be factored into a single particle wave function times an internal 
wave function for the residual nucleus 11) the residual nucleus remains In the same Internal
M f f  = ~ J  d r<  V»/|J(f) • AxCfjlV'r > [1 -5 1 ]
[l — 52]
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throughout th= roaction. I» other word, the (A -  1) pa-tlcte core remain, in it, 
gr-ound etate. In particular it i= tu rn ed  that the g.,. of “ B can be repreaented by a 
(Ip i)" 1 etate and that the 6nal state, populated are either the laC g.s. or particle hole 
.totes with a (Ip ;)" 1 component. The incoming proton wave function was deduced from
a nucleon-nucleiis potential of the form
tJ(f) =  Vc {r) -  [ V o M  +  iaW Dj r f(r)}  +  ' *  ^  54]
w ith y ,, and taken from Em erson andPhilp,* w h o  Btted proton scattering oC
iaC. The form factor /( r )  is a Woods Saxon well with radius r0 =  1-25 fm and diffuse- 
* * , *  =  0.55fm while the coulomb potential * ,0 1 %  that due to a charged sphere of
radius 1 .25A ^fm . The final proton single particle wave functions were computed from 
the potential of Birkholtz which is basically similar to the one above with WD =  0. The 
I d ,  Wave function, calculated with this potential gives results which are unbound but 
confining it Inside a spherical box of radius 10 fm produces results equivalent to more re­
alistic calculations tha t employ continuum wave functions in the final state. Computed 
(p,ry0) angular distributions show a large E l dominance at EP »  7MeV and a forward 
shift a t higher energy where higher order electric multipoles and the spin magnetisation 
current start to play a role. Calculations were made for the (M io ) transition, with all 
the I d ,  strength concentrated at 19.2MeV, despite the Gillet and Vinh-Mau RPA ealeu* 
lations which showed that strength is rather distributed amongst a set ot 2“ , 3" and 4" 
(T =  0 , T =  1) particle-hole states in an energy range from 18.4 to 20.6 MeV. For the 
(p,1l9) angular distributions the E l dominance is seen at EP =  21 MeV with a strongly 
forward peaking as the energy increases. It is obviously necessary to cater for the fragmen- 
tatlon of the Id* strength over a much wider energy range or to consider a more realistic 
distribution of particle-hole strength In the l8 .4 -20 .6M eV  range that includes Id*, id* 
and 2s i  particle hole states coupled to a Ip* hole as predicted by Gillet and Vinh-Mau. 
For the'latter case a calculation has been performed, while for the form* cede a previous 
work ofTsalandtonderganM  showed that almost 80% of the d* strength la concentrated
in the en*gy range of interest, and therefore the computed results multiplied by 0.8 should
give a Very reasonable estimate of the cross section values. As a matter of fact the two
calculations do not differ oignificantly. Comparison of this direct calculation to the (p.^o) 
the (p.'Vo.o) and the (p.-yio) data shows similar results. The experimental peak occurs at 
a higher energy than predicted, the magnitude of the cross section at the resonance peak 
is larger than computed, the energy dependence is not reproduced. This was succesfully 
attributed by Brown for the (p.'Yo) transition, to the coupling of the photon to a coherent 
set of particle-hole states which were coupled to the initial state via the residual interac­
tion. Assuming that all of the electric dipole strength is contained in a single state at Iftw 
excitation energy, the "qualitative" effect of coupling to the giant dipole resonance (the 
particle hole coherent set) can be taken into account by multiplying the E l contribution 
to the direct capture amplitude by an enhancement factor
M d s d ( S I )  «  M d (5 1 )  [ l  +  E ^ _ E R  +  i T ^ \  I1 "  541
where MDsd  includes both the direct capture part M D and the semidirect part. A 5  
is the shift in energy between the dipole state and the average unperturbed particle-hole 
state, 5 ji and Fji are the energy and width of tne GDR, and is the photon energy. 
For the g.s, GDR a good fit is obtained using A 5  =  4.0 MeV, E r  =  22.5 MeV and 
F r  =  3.5 MeV. With nearly identical (5 #  = 23MeV and A S  =  4.0MeV) values and a 
reasonable Vr  =  12.0 MeV, the agreement is also very good for the -710 transition. The 
Same pin:'meters do not give satisfactory fits to the 7a.a excitation function test .tying, as 
already remarked , that the 9 .63- state has not a dominant Ip - lh  configuration. From 
these results and the experimental evidence Of Anghinolfi et al. !78!, the following be­
haviour emerges (and we shall see later how it becomes general for light nuclei):
1) In radiative capture reactions we expect to see large (p, 7 ) transitions to every state 
which Is strongly excited in proton stripping reactions On the same target nucleus; that is 
to states that have a large superposition with a Ip-lh  configuration having a proton in a 
shell model orbit and the target nucleus as a core.
2) Every such state *vill have a giant dipole resonance Whose energy will in first approxi­
mation be identical to the photon energy of the GDR built on the g.s. and whose width 
will increase, as the excitation energy of the state increases,
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3) The dominant reaction mechanism is the semidirect one in which the incident proton 
creates a, particle-hole pair via the residual interaction and makes a transition into a single 
particle state. The particle-hole pair then couples to the photon producing the resonance.
Farther support to the single particle character of the proton radiative capture to 
many of the excited states in light nuclei comes from the analysis of data belonging to 
neighbouring nuclei and to states which can be described as the target core plus a proton 
In a single particle orbit. Remarkable similarities have been first observed by Blatt et 
al. M  for the reactions 11B (p ^ )12G and “ C f o . ^ N  but a similar behaviour has also 
been observed for nuclear pairs like 28Si and 29P or 16O and 17F. Comparing gamma 
spectra collected at the same proton energy, Ep =  28.5 MeV, for the u B(p,-7) 12C and 
12q(P)1)13N) the dominant feature in the 12C spectrum is tfc- capture to a cluster of 
states around 19MeV which are of ( I p i ) '1! ^  in character, Idle the 13N spectrum is 
dominated by the transition to the | + third excited state. The gamma ray energies cor- 
responding to these transitions are nearly identical. Equally similar in character are the 
captures to the ground state of l3N, which is ( ip i)  in character and to the 2+4.43 MeV 
fittt excited state in 12C which is basically a ( Ip * )-1!?*  state. The excitation curves, 
angular distributions and analyzing powers for these pairs of transitions are, within the 
experimental errors, significantly similar. A generalized direct plus semidirect model has 
been proposed which is effective in predicting these remarkable similarities. The basic 
assumptions of this model are that
i) the initial and final states in the capture process can be represented by states constructed 
from orthogonal one nucleon configurations and
ii) the electromagnetic transition operator can be represented as a sum of one body opera­
tors, The extent to Which violation of this second hypothesis is important in spectroscopic 
applications Id not treated though the interaction Hamiltonian does necessarily contain two 
body operators due to the exchange of charged mesons between nucleons. The transition
amplitude is written as
(1 -  55]
■where the initial state is characterized by the target nucleus quantum numbers J; Mu Ti ifs  
p ud the projectile quantum numbers s m .tts i  the final state for the compound nucleus has 
the quantum numbers J /M / T/T/g  and is the electromagnetic Hamiltonian that 
creates a photon with energy 2%, =  2% -  29, and ellclty A, The differential cross section 
and analyzing power are given by
£  11' 5612s +  1 2Jj +  1
l l - 671
With the formalism of projection operators, introducing P  +  Q — 1, where is 
the operator that projects from the space of the nuclear Hamiltonian that part which 
corresponds to a nucleon coupled to the target ground state (Q is its complement), one
gets easily
M  = <  P ^ f \ H x\P^i  > +  < P V / |^ |Q &  >  +  (1„  B8]
< Qtl>f \HK\P^i  > +  < Qipj\Hk \Q\l>i >
The first term  where both the initial and final state look like the target ground state 
plus a nucleon in a shell model orbit, is the usual direct term. The second and third term 
include core excitation in the initial or final state and are what normally is retained as a 
semidirect transition. Due to the hypothesis mrde on the exclusively one-body operator 
character of 2=T\ only the components of Q& and QV/ whkli are a One partlcle-one 
hole excitations of the target ground state, Can contribute to the semidirect amplitudes.
Introducing ,( P )+ r  =  lw h e re ^ P )  is the projection operator that projects from the space
of the ttti. lear Hamiltonian that part which corresponds to all configurations consisting 
o f  a  n u c le i  coupled to a one partlcle^ne hole excitation Of the target Core (r Is the 
complement) and defining d (P ) f r u  n  the « ;(P )V ,^ A (P )P ^  one can write
< P V ,|2 ^ |Q &  > = <  P V vl# W ) *  > = <  2 % (2 ?A * (P )|P &  > (I -
< > = <  q(P)i>f\Hx \Pil)i >=< P ijjf \A j(P )iH x \Pil>i > [1 -  60]
Of course q(P) is not necessarily identified with physically excited states of the target 
since many of the excited states are known to have a more Complex configuration than 
the one described by g(P).' In other words the partition of the Q space in this generalized 
model is in terms of the particle-hole excitations of the target ground state and not of the 
physically excited states of the target itself. The transition amplitude is then written as
M  = <  Pj) f \HxI f \Pil>i >  +  <  Qii / \Hx\ i^ > =  Md»d+ < > I1 ~  611
where
Ht/ f  =  B k +  H xM P )  +  M P ) i B X I1 " 62!
and Mdtd is analogous to the direct semidirect amplitude originally introduced by Brown 
for electric dipole Capture in the long wavelength approximation. In this formulation are 
populated those components of the final state whose parentage derives from the projectile 
and target in the entrance channel both in the direct amplitude and in the semidirect via 
one particle one hole excitations of the target nucleus, included in the effective Hamiltonian 
Neglecting non-direct mechanisms included in the second term of [1-61], one can 
compare nucleon radiative captures to closed shell and closed shell plus one nucleon nuclei. 
< Pj)f \ is proportional to the square root of the spectroscopic factors (C ^S)1/2 Where 
C is the Clebsh Gordan coefficient for the coupling of nucleon and target isospins to the 
compound nucleus isospin. So we can write
M (ud -  '£2 (C2S )L/2 < JiM ijrn\J/M j  > Mdtd{j)
3 [l — 63]
=  £ ](C ?2S )l/2 < J iM d m \JsM } X  am, >
3
where j  is the final state single particle angular momentum constrained by ] J< -  J / |  < J < 
Jj +  J / .  The cross section and analyzing power can be\reWritten in terms of Md„d as
?  t i T T (o is ,l /g  w l 11 - 641nw.m*
-  M T T U  s  ^ ( c 3 s ) 1/! t «  (C l II -  65l
The nuclear structuix information can be assumed as entirely contained in the angular 
momenta and spectroscopic factors since, though Mdtd has a structure dependence due 
to the average nuclear field of the target g.s. and of tho coherent lp-*lh excitation of the 
target g.s., the effect of it can be considered , in adjacent nuclei, smaller than the 20% 
uncertainty tha t is carried by the spectroscopic factors. If two transitions are dynamically 
equivalent, in the sense that will be clarified soon, then M,ud should be equivalent in the 
two cases. Tor a core target being a closed shell nucleus Jj =  0 then j f  = J f  — j  and 
Tj = i f ,  therefore
a(0 ,;> ,; /)  =  C2S(0, j / , , t/)Tr[M d„,(jy)M  td,d (j/)] [1 -  66]
and
. Tr[M((,dO»cryM  td.d (i/)] n _,R7l
Tr|M d. . ( i ; )M U a W /) | • 11 '
The comparison with a transition to a State m an adjacent closed shell nucleus is 
meaningful only if the transition is dominated by a state with j  =  j ) ,  in which case one 
has
=  p : ” i)(2 //  +  l ) ( 2 s " T) C26’( J i , i / ’J / ’ (j/)! 
[1 “  68]
and
. , ,  . , x _  T r |A W j / K M  U d  Q'/)] fi „  eg]
Ay(J<' J / | J / )  "  "T^M d7dO /)M  fd.,1 (J/)] 1
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If the kinematical conditions in the two reactions are similar, then
=  Md>a(i/) |o t3VljV t1 -  7°1
and one can draw two immediate very important conclusions from the model.
i) th e  analyzing powers are identical
ii) The cross sections will have the same behaviour and will be related by
2 (.7/ +  l) [i -  71]
(2Jj +  l)(2 j/ +  1)
The model finds great support from the experimental case, where the conditions under 
which the model calculations were performed, are in practice fulfilled as it can be seen from
' TABLiii lit"""
Compared reactions and kinematics 
C a s e  Fin, Nucl, Ep Ep(c.m.) Orbit £j Ea
a 12Q 28.5 26.1 22.7 ds/a 19
l - , 2 - , 3 - , 4 -
b 1SN 28.5 26.3 21.9 d$/2 3.53
6/2+
c 1 2  C 28.5 26,1 37.9 Pi/2 4.43 2+
d 13N 28.5 26.3 28.4 Pi/2 0
1/2+
Comparison of cases a and b must take into accouni, max wnne mu 
in 13N is Well resolved, contributions to the IQMeV excitation energy region in C may 
come from few 4- ,3“ ,2“ , or I™ states, giving to the ratio of the total cross sections the
form
^  I1 -  721
+  2 ’3~ ,:r  ^+  ^48 '!7‘lt>ii ’ 2 '4 C25 ( 0 , | , | + , | )
The observed -710 transition should have contributions from (4™, 1) and (3“ , l)
Stated Te’J*"" lL-   far+nre nf alt tbrfie states a value of 0.9, which id eiUally
close to those calculated by Doijelly and Walker (0.984) I05! and bj Hanna et al. (0.862) I06! 
for the (3 ~ ,l) , and a value of 0.5 for the C2S(0, | ,  | + i )  we get a value of it! =  0.94 as 
experimentally found. Comparison for cases c and d where the spectroscopic factors are 
C ^ S 'd ,3 , 2 , 0) =  1.41 as established by Adelberger l07l and C2S(0, A, 5 , 2 , 0) =  0,48 as 
measured by Peterson and Hamill I08!, gives E  =  0,92 as experimentally observed.
Evidence has been also established by Blatt et al. I90l of the existence of a 3ftw 
resonance built upon 2Aw states in MC. In fact capture strength to final states in the 
vicinity of 42 MeV has been seen and the yield curve for these transitions from Ey == 45 
to Ep — 70 MeV [Ex = 56 to Ex — 80 MeV] shows a very broad peak centered at about 
E a == 65 MeV.
Polarized proton capture to the ground and first excited states of 12C has firstly been 
reported by Glavish et al. I100! at proton energies of 6 , 8 , 9.5, 10.4, 12.5 and 14 MeV, 
where A(t?) were measured as a complement to previous work with unpolarized beams. 
Since it was proved that
<r(i?) =  Aq[1 +  tiiP i +  ctaFe] [1 — 73]
and therefore one has to expect
A(t?) -  6fcsin(W)[l + al Pl + a2P2\ ^  (1 -  74]
it—1
the bk coefficients can be extracted from the data. These are basically consistent with a 
sin(2i?) behaviour as shown by the Very small f>t and 6 3  values necessary (e.g, 6 1  =  0, 
62 =  -0.14 and 63 =  -0.04 at E p =  8 MeV) and the average simpler situation is that 
describing the giant resonance for the (p,'Yo) transition as characterized by an 02 =  -0,60 
and a 62 =  -0 ,18 with all other coefficients set to zero, Following the same arguments t6ol 
that led to an expression for 05 one has
\\
a2 =  -0.445Ec(a/3*) +  1.336Re(o!'7*) +  O .eORe^*) -I- 0.40|/32| -  0 ,4 0 |f  | [1 -  75]
s
,e .. t -.'/vss? ykixs^^ay
.77
62 =  -0.474Im(a/?*) -  0 .947Im (a7 *> -  1.0611m(^7*) [l -  76]
| a 2 | +  \ p 2 \ +  b 2 l ^  : I1 ~  771
with a  =  P =  and 7  =  d i e ^ .  Five unknowns, namely a%, da,
<f>d -  <j>, and 5 cannot be determined uniquely from a set of three equations and one has 
to consider paths into the configuration space for such quantities. When these paths are 
calculated for 5 =  0 , ±15 d e g ^ ^ a re  two solutions: one very little sensitive to the selected 
6 value (solution I) and one quite sensitive to it (solution II). The overall limit values 
obtained combining the two solutions indicate a minimum | s i |2 value between 0.02 and 
0.08 (as opposed to a 0.01 value from unpolarized data only), a minimum |d i |2 between 0.07 
and 0.23 (previously 0.10), and a maximum |d i |2 value between 0.14 and 0.49 (previously 
0.52). It is worth noting that predicted Coulomb phase shifts (5 =  0, <j>d, <j>, = 18 —2 < deg) 
are only possible within solution I. The discussion previously reported l69l is still valid.
1-10 R a d ia t iv e  p ro to n  c a p tu re  on  a n d  a b o v e  th e  G D R  in  13N
The reaction 12C(p,7 )13N has been studied in the range Q < E P < 24MeV by 
Berghofer et a lJ10^ . The radiative captures analysed included firstly the (p,7o) tran- 
. sition from E p =  14.0 to Ep =  24.4 MeV, compared to data from other experiments below 
and above the GDR. The analysis concerned as well the (p,7i) transition to the 2.37MeV 
i + state from Ep =  19.8 to Ep =  24.4 MeV and finally the (p,72+s) to the unresolved 
doublet a t 3.51 (§“ ) and 3.55 ( | + ) MeV, which confirmed previous data taken by the same 
group with poorer gamma energy resolution and larger energy steps. Inelastic scattering 
to the 12.71 MeV ( l+ ,r  =  0) and the 15.11 MeV (1+ ,7  =  1) levels was also considered 
in great detail. Gamma rays were detected by a large (25.4 cm, 0X25.4 cm) Nal crystal 
surrounded by a thick anticoincidence plastic scintillator placed laterally and in front, for 
a total FWHM resolution of 3% at 15.11 MeV obtained when count rate was kept low. 
For all (p, 7 a) transitions 90 deg excitation functions were provided and seven point an­
gular distributions for.the (p,7o) channel were collected at various energies, in particular 
in correspondence with specific structures of the excitation function. The strength of the
-70 GDR is split into two broad resonances centered at Ep — 13 and Ep =  20.5 MeV, with 
perhaps some strength remaining in the energy region around 32 MeV as shown in the 
earlier data d  Fisher et aU102l, but not so evident in more recent l103l, high resolution 
data. On the low energy side of the first main structure at 13 MeV, apart from the sharp 
13N excited states populated by p capture, it is important to notice the two strong de­
structive dips at Ex — 11.74 (Ep =  10.62) and E x = 14.04 (Ep — 13.12) MeV, The latter 
can be ascribed to destructive interference of the 13.05 MeV broad structure, with the d i 
resonance observed at Ex =  13.96 (Ep =  13.04) MeV in 12C(p,p)12C elastic scattering by 
LeVine and Parker l104l . This assumption is very reasonable since the g.s. of 13N is 5  and 
is simply connected by E l transition to this §+ structure. Further, since the destructive 
minima are observed at 90 deg to the beam direction, it is required that the interfering 
waves must have the same parity. This suggests a search for tt — +  states as candidates 
for the former structure, which can be reconciled With a similar negative interference with 
a d j  state, seen by polarized protons at Ex =  11.82 MeV by Wienhard I105! and unpolar­
ized protons at E x =  11.49MeV by Meyer and Plattner lloal. The interpretation of other 
secondary structures is much more complex, with the exception perhaps of the broad peak 
at E x =  15.31 MeV E p = 14.5 MeV P =  380 keV, for which could be postulated a double 
level: one level at E p =  14.8MeV (P =  300keV) and one at Ep =  15.2MeV (P =  300keV), 
tha t could be related to structures observed In other reaction channels. Regarding the 
nature of the broad maximum at Ep =  13 MeV, the angular distributions measured in this 
experiment from E p w 10 to Ep *  24 MeV, give some clear indications. The <ti coeffi­
cient slowly increases from about 0 at Ep — 10 MeV, to 0*35 at Ep «  16.5 MeV, i.e. in 
the region of the first broad maximum. In the same region the o2 coefficient is basically 
constant at an average value of —0.6. When we compare the experimental findings with 
the calculated (p,-y) angular distributions of Table 14 we can basically identify the exper­
imental behaviour with that due to a § + resonance for which a2 should be -0 .5 , with the 
0l behaviour ascribable to E1-E2 interference due to a possible quadrupole resonance 
probably distributed at 24 MeV < < 32 MeV, as the at increase with energy suggests.
Conclusively the broad background is ascribed to a Ip state^With J n — f"1 whilst 
the two relevant minima come from interference with §"*" levels of 3p-2h configuration.
T A B I T E 'T i
Computed 12C(p,'yo)l3N angular distributions
eP U Type Angular distr.
0 3 E l 2-Po
2 1 E l 4(P0 -0 .5 P 2)
1 A M l 2P0
1 I M l 4(P0 -  0.5P2)
1 1 E2 4(P0 +  0.5P2)
3 i E2 6(P0 +  0.57P2 -  O.57P4)
The other energy peak at «  20MeV has been observed in many other reaction channels 
U07), namely elastic proton scattering off 12C, inelastic proton scattering to the 4.43MeV, 
12.7MeV and 15.11 MeV states in 12G, implying that all reaction channels go through the 
same doorway state. The fit to elastic proton scattering data between 20 and 30 MeV by 
means of an optical model scattering amplitude, modified to include resonant terras, is 
dominated by the d i  wave supporting J "  =  | + for the 20.4 MeV structure. This result 
is compatible with the present angular distribution analysis that shows a fairly constant 
a i =  -0 .4  coefficient from 17 to 24MeV, compatible with an E l decay from a | + state 
(Table 14), with an a2 coefficient increasing further to +0.6 at Ep =  24 MeV testifying 
to the possible interference with an E2 resonance located at high energy, which might 
also explain the rather isotropic angular distribution of the 120(p ,p ,'y)12C*(12.7MeV) 
reaction. This overall picture agrees with many body calculations concerning the mass 13 
system. 13C and i3N being mirror nuclei are expected to have many corresponding levels
and considerably similar should be the reactions 12G(n,'if)13C and 12C(p,'if)13N .
Marangonl et ah l108l calculate the discrete dipole spectrum in 13C, 
based on a shell model including the energy continuum. Their main assumptions are: i) 
the Hartree Fock potential is assumed to be a Woods Saxon well with a spin orbit and a 
Coulomb term; iijthe l3C is described in the model space of Ip and 2p-lh Configurations, 
leaving one particle in the continuum; iii) the residual interaction is a zero range force 
with a Soper mixture. The states computed with the higher dipole strengths percentage
are listed in Table 15 and support the previous conclusions. A point to  note is that the 
complete dipole spectrum matches the experimental data on 12C (n,7 ) and reproduces as 
well the mam features of the 12G(p,7 ) 13N cross section, with the exception of the T =  |  
resonance around 24 MeV that in this case is isospin forbidden.
TSHCITTs 1
Discrete dipole states
2ire (MeV) D% J« T
12.46 5.99 1 +2 2
13.82 5.13 §+ 2
19.39 13.65 r 3
24.01 26.65 3+3 1
24.13 4.78 r 1
25,19 8.62 1+2 1
34.64 5.47 r i
It is worth noting that the calculation places a state at 34.64 MeV carrying an appre­
ciable percentage of the dipole strength, which has found experimental support by Fisher 
et al. I102l and Ferroni et al. l107l, with medium resolution gamma spectrometers. Not so 
direct a confirmation has come from higher resolution experiments, e.g. the 60 deg yield 
curve of Blatt et al.i93! and the total Cross section of Anghinolfi et al.l103!. The work of 
Berghofer confirmed and complemented a previous investigation of Fisher on (p, 7 ) transi­
tions to excited states in 13N. The 90 deg (p,7 i) yield curve to the 2.37 MeV state shows 
a resonant structure centered at an excitation energy of 22 MoV which corresponds to an 
excitation energy above the final level of 19.6 MeV, Very close to the 20.5 MeV of the main 
! + T =  £ structure in the 70 yield. The yield curve for the (p,72+3) transition shows a 
somewhat more stnictm ed resonance, centered at about E x =  25 MeV (En — 21,5 MeV 
aboVe the final level), With secondary maxima at Ex <■' 28MeV and Ex «  32.5MeV. 
Again, although there is not exact correspondence of 72+3 and 70 transition structures, 
there is a simple suggestion in favour of GDE built upon excited states even for 13N.
Radiative capture transitions, in the range 18 MeV <  Ep' < 44 MeV, have been Ob-
served by a group including the author t103l, to a quite large set of states in 13N. Precisely 
collected spectra (Figure 14-a) show transitions to the 1 g.s., the unresolved doublet at
3 .5 l ( |~ )  and 3 .55(§"*')MeV, the unresolved | + doublet at 6.9 and 7.9MeV, a similar 
doublet at 10.36 and 11.7 MeV and finally a pair of states at 13.5 and 15 MeV. All these 
transitions show remarkable resonances, whose centroid position shifts upwards with in­
creasing excitation energy of the final state, as seen in Figure 15. Once again, even 
within the approximations induced by extrapolation of the resonant yield curves with a 
Breit Wigner shape in the low energy region, where data were missing, the centroid energy 
computed by equation [1-46] gives results compatible with the assumption of a giant res­
onance built upon a large set of excited states, once again having a configuration largely 
superimposed on the initial scattering state .configuration. The analysis of (p,lo) angular 
distributions, in terms of the Legendre polynomials [1-48] gives the results of figure 16. 
Although our data are in larger energy steps, there is substantial agreement with the data of 
Berghofer et aU 101l in the region of superposition, even considering the large fluctuations 
of our a3 and a ,  coefficients from Ep =  18 to EP =  24MeV. Therefore the constantly 
negative a2 value supports the E l character of the broad excitation function, centered at 
=  21 MeV, and the assignment of a , ;"  =  §+ to the main dipole state Involved (Tables 
14 and 15). The 0l coefficient seems to flatten at an average value of +0.38 from E a =  24 
to  Ea =  40 MeV and could complement the Idea already expressed by Berghofer of it 
being due to interference between the main E l  mode and an E2 strength already present 
at 14 MeV but mostly concentrated in OUr energy range. Though there is not, at about 
34 MeV, a structure as evident as that reported by Fisher it might be significative that 
minima are present in the a3 and 0 4  coefficients in exact correspondence with the Fisher 
resonance. Ah i n ^  d u g  feature of the " N  data Is the excitation at the maximum proton 
energy of 44M , . , of a large peak corresponding to excitation energies of 20 -  22 MeV, i.e. 
to the energy of the g.s. GDR in 13N (figure 14-a). Since this was the Upper energy limit 
of this experiment it was not possible to measure the transition strength as a function of 
the proton energy. Only this kind of measurement, performed at energies above 44 MeV, 
will be able to establish if the .22 MeV peak originates from a 7  decay of higher, second 
harmonic resonances built upon the g.s. GDR In Th<% angular distribution shows
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F IG tJB E  14 a) A photo,; spectrum from the 12C (P ,l)13N reaction at Ep =  44M=V showing transitions to 
diiferoht **N final states itttiiuding those at excitation energies around 20 MeV,
b) The angular distribution for the reaction l2C(p,'7at) 13N*(i5i =  20MeV).
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(figure 14-b) a 60 deg peaked shape, typical of (E1,E2) interference, and very similar to 
the angular distribution of the lower energy resonances.
1-11 R adiative proton capture in the GDR region o f 16 O
The rather complex structure of the g.s. GDR in 10 O has first been presented in 
radiative capture reactions by Cohen et al.l100l in measurements performed in the re­
gion 21 <  jEb <  26 MeV. The Princeton l, nchrocyclotron provided proton beams up to 
19.5MeV and a Sin 0 X 3 in Nal detector placed at 90 deg to the beam direction al­
lowed convenient spectroscopy. E p values below 14.5 MeV were obtained by interposition 
of polyethylene absorbers for a total beam spread of 200 keV. Pure (98.7%) 10N gas was 
used as a target. The 90 deg differential cross section shows two peaks centered at 21.8 
and 24.7 MeV with the latter possibly being a double structured resonance, not completely 
resolved because of the large statistical errors. Detailed balance is applied to the data for 
a converted differential cross section cr(-y, p) of 14mb/4jrsr for the 21.8 MeV peak and an 
integrated cross section of 41.MeVmb/4jrsr in the 21 -  26.8 MeV interval. Absolute val­
ues and energy dependence agree well with direct photoproton emission data obtained by 
bremsstrahlung beams lno l. The splitting of the GDR is reconciled to a conventional shell 
model calculation of odd parity 160  states of the Ip” 1 Id and lp _ 12s type which gives 
excitation energy and wave functions for the five 1“ ,T  == 1 states of these configuration, 
with the two highest found at 22.6 and 25.2 MeV.
The excitation energy region in 10O from 15.9 to 25.6 MeV Was covered in great detail 
by Tanner et al. I111! who produced the, 90 ,deg yield curve for 7  transitions to the g,s. 
Of 10 O from a transmission 16 N target with thin nickel foil entrance and exit Windows. 
The lowest structure observed is a Sharp resonance at Ep =  4.43 MeV {Ex = 16,24 MeV) 
almost identical in shape (width =  24 keV) to the resonance at 4,437 MeV observed in the 
lsN(n,p) 150  channel. The (p,'?/ angular distribution at the top of the resonance is fitted 
by W(i$) =  1 -|-10sin2 1? +  0.7cost?, consistent with that expected from a J "  =  I*1" state 
formed by protons in channel spin 0, The latter Would be purely of the sin2 1? form and 
the small cos 1? term experimentally found can confidently be attributed to the presence of 
J" - i= 1“ background. Two sharp resonances are found at Ep =  5,40 (% '=  17.16) MeV and
\
Ep — 5.55 (Ea — 17.29) MeV, The (p,Tf) angular distributions measured at .four energies 
near the resonances have an average dependence of W(ti) =  1 -  0.44P2 with small cost? 
terms, not too different from the MZ(t?) =  1 -0 .7 0 P 2 observed in the photoproton emission 
l1,,2l from these two levels, and large changes in the 0/90 deg ratio are observed around 
this energy region. The radiation widths limit the selection to J*  — 1,2± . The selection 
compatible both with the angular distributions and the observed drastic changes in the 
0/90 deg ratio is that of two 1“ states ;the lower is formed by nearly pure 3 wave protons 
and the higher is formed by nearly pure d wave protons with an angular mbm Atum phase 
difference of about 20 deg. There is also evidence that a broad state at Ep «  3 MeV could 
underlie the two sharp resonances with an integrated cross section almost comparable 
to  the sum of those belonging to the E x -  17,6 MeV and the E x =  17,29 MeV states. 
The two resonances observed at 19.05 and 19.56 MeV excitation snergy are clearly seen in 
the 1G0 ('y,n) reaction lU3l as well, though more structure is observed in this region by 
neutron experiments. The 90/0 deg ratio measured between Ep -  8.5 and Ep -  9.75 MeV 
is everywhere larger than 1 and rules out the assignment of J K =  2+ to these states for 
which the expected 90/0 deg value is 0.5 independent of the relative admixture of p and 
/  proton waves. The most likely assignment is then J  =  1, For Ep above 10.01 MeV (&, 
above 21.5 MeV) there is a remarkable convergence amongst 1G0 (e ,e ,p)180 , 10O('7,p )lsN 
and 10O('7 , n )15O and the (p, 7 ) data of this experiment and of Cohen’s one I100! in revealing 
a  large resonant structure at =  22.3 MeV connected to a poorly established bump at
21.8 MeV and a a secondary maximum at E n =  23.0 MeV plus an. additional doublet at 
E f  =  24.4 and — 25,1 MeV, The cross section integrated from 21,2 to 22.8 MeV 
is 96MeV*tb in (p,7) or 7.7MeVmb in (7 ,p) assuming, for the (7 ,p) points a W(tf) =  
1 +  2.5 sin2 1? distribution as observed in (e, e'p) experiments. The gamma ray absorption 
data integrated with (p,7 ) structures observed in this experiment compare favourably 
with both a shell model calculation that used a square well potential (case (a) of table 16) 
and one which used harmonic os ‘.tlator Wave functions (case (b) in table 16) perturbed 
by a particle-hole force, The comparison is made in Table 16 and one can see that Only 
half of the expected classical sum rule (240 MeVmb) is found in the two peaks at «  22 
and #  25 MeV the rest being distributed in the lon^ tail at higher energies or, in smaller
87
percentage, in the sharp states at lower energy. There is also substantial agreement with
earlier work of Elliot lll5l and Brown !110l.
     " -----
Computed 10O states and exe. fun, structures in 15N(p, 7 ) 10O
E ' t t U f 1* eap f  rrab> % 0 a b s P 7 (a) % sum rule (b) % sum rule
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV mb) (MeV) (MeV)
17.0 1.0 10,0
17.13 0.044 0.8 7.7 18.1 1.0 17,5 1.0
17.29 0.090 4.0
19.05 0.35
19.56 0.40 19.6 3 19.3 1.0
21.0 0.80 95 50 22.2 73 22.5 58
22.2 0.85
23.0 0.60
24.3 1.0
25.2 0.5 63 33 25.2 20 25,6 39
A detailed study of angular distributions has been subsequently performed by the same 
group lli7I to better establish the character of all structures in the excitation function of 
proton radiative capture in 16 0 . Dipole radiation to the g.s. of 10 O is expected to give the 
major contribution to the capture strength and can only come from a dipole state having 
J ir =  1" ,  and such a state can be excited either by capture of an s wave proton or a d wave 
proton by 1SN. But the angular distributions of the type W($) = A0 +  A 2P2 should be 
able to distinguish between the two cases, being s capture characterized by A2 /A0 — 0 and 
d wave capture by Ag/Ao ranging from -1.0 to +0.5. Possible other multipoles. 1!kc M l 
Or E2, should appear appreciably in the odd coefficients, M l is due to p wave capture in 
channel spin 1 and produces a term Ai-Pii E2 is due to p or /  wave capture and produces 
terms like A 1P 1 and A3 Pa. All angular distributions were compatible with the expansion 
[1-2] limited to fc =  3 since all A4 values were of the same magnitude of their rcsp1 "tive 
statistical errors. Relative Aq Values were obtained from the 90 deg excitation function
t
and ratios of Ai/Ao, Ag/Ao and A3/A0 were measured in fine energy nteps from Sa »  13 
to Ex, to 25MeV, where the excitation function seems to contain about ten resonances. 
General nuclear reaction formalism gives the angular distribution of -7 rays radiated from 
a capture state interpreted in terms of overlapping resonances
=  ~ T , ^ A ^ S t { E ) S t , { E )  [1 -  78]
t,t'
where fc is a constant, t and t ' are the reaction channels quantum numbers, St the matrix 
elements and VP^/the angular term. The sum extends over all t and t' compatible with the 
conservation laws. Considering that St will become negligible for multipolarities higher 
than 2, one can consider only E l, M l and E2 radiations to the ground state of 160  and 
compute the angular terms as listed in Tables 17 and 18.
....t a b l e  i y ... .....—
Intensity terms Wu 
Channnel S  t p Type w it
0 1 1+ M l
£1CO
1 0 1- E l CO
1 0 2+ E2 5(P0 +  0.5P2)
1 1 1 + M l 3(Po +  0.5P2
1 2 1- E l 3(P0 +  0.5P2
1 3 2+ E2 5(P0 +  4/7P2 -  4 /7P4)
From these predictions it is easy to see that the absence of A4 terms means that 
2+ states formed by /  Wave capture do not contribute to the observed intensity, but the 
At and A3 coefficients are most probably related to E l E2 interference although E l M l 
interference cannot be ruled out,
It also means that large negative values and significant At variations with energy 
require tZ wave J "  =* I™ states and their interference with $ wave J n =  1" states. It is the 
region above 18 MeV which is assumed to be due predominantly to E l radiation and the 
angular distributions Show some marked general trend.
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Interference terms Wtt>
4 Type l'p type Wtf
0 E l 2 E l (3V2)P2
1 E2 3 E2 (—Sa/S/T 1/ 2) (P2 — 8F4)
0 E l 1 E2 (-3 V 5 /V 2 > 1
0 E l 3 E2 —i/lSPs
2 E l 1 E2 (3 /2 \ /5 ) ( f i - 6 f a )
2 E l 3 7.2 (V3/V^0)(9P i - 4 P 3)
0 E l 1 M l (3V3/V2)P i
1 E2 1 M l (3/15/2) P 2
2 E l 1 M l (-3 V 3 /2 )P i
3 E2 1 M l 2 %/3 Pa
i) In the range from «  20MeV to »  25 MeV the ratios 4t/A o and A 3/A 0 show little 
variation compared to the peaks seen in the Aq coefficient energy behaviour, with A3/A0 
approximately constant at -0.09 and Ai/Aq smoothly increasing from +0.08 to +0.26
ii) The ratio Ag/Ao always remains comp? tible with the value of -0.5 expected from E l 
radiation following d wave capture, the small variations being accounted for by an eventual 
s wave capture contribution of less than 5%.
ill) The Ai/Aq and A3/A 0 ratios have Comparable absolute values and this would indicate 
th a t the contribution seen is coming more from E l E2 than from E l M l interference for 
Which A3/A 0 is expected to be 0 .
iv) From Table 18 interference of primary d wave E2 radiation with secondary p wave or /  
wave E2 radiation gives A3/A 1 ratios of -6.0 and -0.44 respectively, the latter being closer 
to the experimental values, which average at -0.8 from 20 to 25MeV. Again the difference 
between the pure f  wave Value of -0.44 and the observed average -0.8 value can be easily 
reconciled by small admixtures of s Wave capture to the E l contribution or small p wave 
capture to the E2 contribution.
It is concluded that 15Nfp,'7)*°0  in the region of the GDR is dominated by two 
entrance channels: d Wave capture followed by E l radiation and /  wave capture followed
by E2 radiation, the latter being about 1% of the E l mode. This is not incompatible with 
the seven peaks observed in the Ao trend but we should note that the relative constancy 
or smooth behaviour of the angular distribution coefficients fails to reproduce the Aq 
fluctuations in the region of interest. A plausible explanation is that of a broad resonance 
centered at ss 23 MeV with a width of «  4 MeV interfering positively or negatively with a 
set of ten smaller resonances not to be identified with the structures in Aq, and whose tote.; 
integrated cross section could be lesr- than 6% of the corresponding broadly distributed 
E l  strength. The average vahx .ned from 20 MeV to 25 MeV are Ao — 45 /ib, Ai =
5.8 pb, Ag =  —25/xb and A3 =  —4.6 /xb and the odd coefficients Can be accounted for 
by an E2 resonance positioned around 30 MeV with a width of 5 *0 10 MeV and a peak 
cross section of about 1 /xb. One has finally to remark on the presence in this region of a 
peak at 19.08 MeV, characterized by a rapid variation of A1/A0 and A3/A 0, (suggesting 
interference between states of opposite parity), and a sudden positive variation of Ag/Ao, 
th a t from Table 17 Can be accounted for by a 2+ state already identified in inelastic 
electron scattering at 19.20 MeV. The experimental results in the region of the E l main 
Contribution, can be compared both with a shell model calculation with harmonic oscillator 
Wave functions perturbed by a particle-hole interaction whose strength was adjusted to 
place the main dipole strength at 22 — 25MeV *^1 , or to a coupled channel calculation 
where the particle nucleus interaction mechanism is the usual two body complex optical 
potential and a particle-hole force l118l. The former predicts five states at 13, 17, 19, 22 
and 25 MeV, with most of the dipole strength concentrated in the last two, but fails to 
reproduce by a factor of two the integrated experimental cross section while accounting 
rather well for the observed Ag/Ao ratio. The latter Is much more realistic and quite 
successful. In fact the magnitude of the integrated cross section is in fair agreement with 
the experimental values, the widths of the ealeu' 1 peaks are conveniently large and the 
behaviour of the 90 deg cross section from 12 to 26 MeV is fairly well reproduced. The 
angular distribution coefficients are generally well reproduced with the exception of the 
19 MeV regi which is characterized by a sharp 2+ resonance,
Proton capture reactions followed by radiation to the first and Second excited state 
in l0O were studied by Barnett and Tanner l11Dl with an improved resolution 7  spec­
trometer of 24 0cm  by 32 cm. that allowed clear identification of the reaction channels 
15N(p,'yj.+2) 10O* and 15N(p, 7 o)100 . The excitation function of the g.s. transition is in 
all respect similar to that already observed by the same group lu i l with only an energy 
shift of 50 - 1 5 0 keV between the two cases. The yield curve for the 71+2 transition shows 
four prominent states at 18.05, 19.00, 19.91 and 20.40MeV excitation energy with two 
weaker levels at 19.25 MeV, 22.7MeV and a shoulder at 23.35 MeV. The lower pair at
18.05 and 19.00 MeV correspond to the two analog states at the expected energies in 16N, 
a T=1 nucleus. From the strength of 7  ray decay a T=1 assignment can also be made 
for the upper pair of levels at 19.91 and 20.4 MeV and the weaker state at 19.25 MeV 
could be identified with the level strongly observed in the (p,n) reaction l120l. Despite 
the improved detector it was still not possible to separate 71 and 72 transitions to the
6.05 MeV 0+ and the 6.13 MeV 3“ levels in 160 , never the less the completely different 
excitation curves for the 70 and the 71+2 reactions suggest that very little 71 strength is 
seen in 71+2- In fact the 6.05 MeV 0"1* level wave function is supposed to have 2p-2h and 
4p~4h major components together with about 10% of the Op-Oh g.s. wave function. These 
do not match t he Ip -lh  configuration of the entrance channel. Even considering transitions 
to only the 10% Op-Oh component of the final excited state, this leads to a 70/71  braching 
ratio of 4% that Is much higher than the 1% upper limit fixed by the experimental 70 
and 7 i+2 yield curves. The fact is that dipole transitions to the 2p-2h component must 
be relevant and destructively Interfering with the Op-Oh component thus destroying any 
similarity betweeen the two curves. The 71+2 Is therefore largely due to deexcitation, to 
the 6.13MeV 3 "  state. This should be due to 2± , 3^, 4± compound states with the spin 
4 state only possible for g and h wave protons, and consequently largely depressed by 
the angular momentum barrier. Angular momenta of the compound states responsible for 
the (p ,7 i+2) radiation should therefore be J  =  2 and J  =  3. In the absence of angu­
lar distribution measurements, but comparing the strengths of the three highest (p, 71+2) 
with the strength of established E l 70 transitions, it is assumed that the 19.91, 20.40 and
22.7 -  23.4 MeV resonances are E l in character, with the 20.40 and 22.7MeV too strong 
to be E2 . The lower 71+2 resonances are an order of magnitude weaker than the higher 
Ones, and no assignment can be made on the grounds of strength, To be noted is that the
pair at 19.91 and 20.40 MeV can also be identified with the 2+ states obtained coupling 
the i~  states of 16 O at 12.43 MeV* T  = 0 and 13.10 MeV, T =  1 to the 6.13 MeV 3" state. 
The 2+ possibility is assumed because it can be obtained by p wave capture while 3+ and 
4+ require the less probable f  wave formation. This picture finds support from the exper­
imental ev idence of an energy separation between the compund states of 0.49 MeV which 
comparable to the energy separation of 0.67MeV of the two coupling states, and also from 
the fact that the T=0 and T =1 states are known to be mixed by the coulomb force with 
an intensity component (of one in the other) of a2 =  0.15.This is very well reproduced by 
the experiment which gives ,
r ie .o / r 2o.4 =  0.17 =  a 2/ ( l  -  a 2) a 2 «  0.15 [1 -7 9 ]
Further insight into this aspect has been achieved by Barnett and Lowe lm l by direct 
<72 — qf coincidence studies for the E a = 19.9 MeV resonance and the E„ =  20.4 MeV 
one. The -7 — <7 yield was not influenced by the 0£ state decay since this takes place 
entirely by pair emission. The singles spectra were recorded in a 7.6 cm 0X 7.6 cm Nal 
detector and coincidence 6.13 MeV 7 's were detected at the opposite side of the target 
in a similar 10 cm 0 x  13 cm Nal crystal whose energy window was set between 4.8 and 
7 .0 MeV. The computed efficiency for this crystal at 6.13 MeV for that particular geometry 
is 6a  =  0.046 ±  0.02. If N  is the number of decays per unit of beam charge, AHa and 
Aflfl are the solid angles subtended by the two detectors ejg the efficiency to high energy 
7 ’s of the main detector, then ,
5 2 2 2 . =  -  jvaH asaC — [1 -  80]
Njing N  A flaea i i +2
where 'Ya/'Vi+s is the relative branching ratio for the two 7  transitions. Data are perfectly 
compatible with 100% 72 branching and substantiate the model of weak coupling between 
the 6.13, the 12.43 and the 13.11 MeV states.
The region of the main GDR peak (Ep =  10.00 — 11.24 MeV) and the region above 
24,MeV excitation energy, were explored at three laboratory angles (32, 45 and 90 deg) by 
Black et al. Il22l in 10 to 20 keV steps, in order to detect any fine structure in the main
GDR peak and to investigate the contribution of the integrated dipole strength to the 
long tail following the GDR excitation. The 90 deg yield curve is basically in agreement 
with the corresponding Tanner et al. ln i l curve. More definite structures are revealed 
at the forward angles at E s =  21.89, 22.05, 22.17 and 22.22 MeV all with widths in the 
interval 50 - 1 0 0  keV. These structures correspond with similar ones detected in the (7 , po) 
channel although with an energy shift of 100 keV. In general the (7 , po) channel shows more 
structure out of the GDR peak that is not reveaUd in the (p,7 o) channel. The observed 
sharp structures may well be those ascribed by Gillet to interference between simple Ip -lh  
and more complex multiparticle multihole (2p-2h 4p-4h) excitations. The higher energy 
region gives results in agreement with those of Tanner I1*'1! although it is again necessary 
to shift the two energy scales by about 200 keV, to obtain perfect matching in the region of 
superposition. Two pronounced shoulders are found at E x -  25.5 MeV and E x -  26.4 MeV 
in agreement with what is observed in l0O(7 ,n )15O. The most remarkable result of this 
investigation is that the high region makes a substantial contribution to the total dipole 
strength as seen from the integrated yield value which is 5.4 MeV mb from 25.2 to 29 MeV 
with an assumed W(t?) =  1 +  2.5 sin2 d, and from the fact that the cross section in the 
same regien averages 50% 01 the Cross section between 18.2 and 25.2 MeV i.e. in the peak 
of the GDR,
The understanding of the configuration of the GDR in 1G0  and Its energy dependence 
can be improved With polarized proton capture where amplitudes and relative phases 
associated with the reaction channels which form the GDR can be analyzed. Hanna et 
aL !1231 have analyzed the 15N(p,7o) 1G0  reaction at fourte in energies between Ep =  7.4 
to Ep =  15.0MeV, measuring the analyzing power A(d) [1-7] at 45, 90 and 135 deg and 
two additional angles for the strongest peak at Ep = 10.8 MeV. Many of the energies were 
selected to coincide with peaks and Valleys of the excitation function. The usual expression 
[1-8] [1-9] for IVu(d) and A(d) have been Used to extract the ak and bk coefficients with 
the traditional limit o f t  <  21 if the multipolarity involved [s L, k < L + L' if two 
multipolarities L  and L' are interfering, and k even or odd according to whether the twr 
radiations have the same or opposite parity. The experiment shows that throughout tl 
GDR region {Ex > 20 MeV) the A(d)'s are largely compatible with the sin 2d dependence
expected for a pure E l radiation with 61 and 63 much smaller than 62 and therefore 
neglected in the analysis which also included 01 and o2 coefficients from unpolarized data. 
Considering only E l radiation from 1"  states as the main component of the GDR in 160  
then the coefficients a2 and &2 alone can be connected to the transition matrix elements 
and their phases. Referring i, 3 , and j  =  £ +  s to the incoming proton, only incident waves 
with (£ =  0 , j  =  or (£ = 2 , j  — | )  can combine with the j ” =  g.s. of 15N to form a 
compound J*  = 1™ state in ieO. The corresponding amplitudes can be written as s 1 el'<1>• 
and with the angular coefficients given by
a2 - 0 .5 d | +  1.414s^d| c o s ( $ j  -
62 = - l.S s^ d a  s i n ( $ d - $ ,)  [1 -  8lj
s2 +  d2 =  1.0 normalization
for a total of three equations and three unknowns. The fact that the equations are quadratic 
allows two mathematical solutions to be compatible with the data. One shows a dominant 
d |  capture with |2 averaging 90% and the other being mainly attributable to s i  capture 
With |s^ |2 averaging 80%, Both agree in predicting an almost constant dz or s i  behaviour 
all over the energy range of interest attributing the large fluctuations observed in the Ao 
term Uniquely to the large oscillations of the realtive phase <I>d — <]>, between the two 
interfering waves, Bound state calculations and neutron polarization data favour the dz 
dominance. Still in the range E p — 8 MeV to Ep =  16 MeV, convincing evidence of 
E2 strength can be achieved by precision angular distribution measurements, where 03 
and 04 are sensitive to the presence of quadrupole strength (Table 1). But quantitative 
information is not possible by unpolarized data only, The a*- and &*- coefficients have 
been extracted from precision, seven points, angular distributions and analyzing powers 
by Hanna et al.i124! and reported in Table 19,
In the j - j  coupling scheme, to the extent that multipoles higher than E2 and also Ml 
can be excluded, four complex amplitudes contribute to the E l and E2 radiations:
and which coupled to the J "  =  g.s, of i6N give 0+ I™, 1” 2",
1+ 2+ , 2+ 3+compound nucleus states which can decay by E l(l~ ) or E2(2+) radiation to 
the O'1" g,s, of 1<30 , The d2 0 3 (24, 636364 coefficients and the overall normalisation are
T X B E F T g --------------------------------------------------------------------
Unpolarized and polarized angular distribution coefficients 
S p ( M e V )  a i  & i  a 2  6 2  a 3  6 3  0 4  6 4
8.69 -0,05jl0.066 -0.528 0.223 -0.205 -0.045-0.022j-0.03
9.50 0.078 0.064 -0.248 0.326 0.129 0.000 -0.053j-0.010
10.10 0.051 0.046 -0,537 0.267 -0.161 -0.010-0.01^-0.002
10.40 0.019 0.022 -0.566 0.301 -0.073 0.015 -0,040,b.003
11.50 0.203 -0.006 -0.403 0.297 -0.111 0.043 -0.072j-0.002
12.60 0.158 0.061 -0.640 0.248 -0.156 0.011 -0.02^0.015
13.00 0.208 0.064 -0.607 0.281 -0.178 0.037 -0.073^0.004
14.50 0.301 0.017 -0.603 0.246 -0.142 0.032 -0.002,b.027
15.70 0.324 0.017 -0.543 0.244 -0,127 0.062 -0,075^0.030
sufficient to determine the saven unknown quantities, i.e. the four amplitudes sx , d i ,  
p i  i / |  and the relative phases. The system of quadratic equations produces two different 
solutions, one corresponding to a predominant da E l part, the other to a predominant s i  
E l part. Both agree in giving an E2 strength centered at «  24 MeV for a maximum value 
around 6 pb and a total width of not less than 8 MeV, and in reproducing independently 
the 01 and 61 coefficients, without the need of including any M l component in the calcu­
lation. The observed E2 strength lies slightly above the GDR peak and is thus presumed 
to be isovector in character contrary to the isoscalar E2 component, reported in (p, p1) 
experiments ll25l at an energy it few MeV below the GDR peak, The isovector sum rule
/  c(a::)«w/a= = 4 i o - ^ ( ^ )  (i  ^82|
is exhausted to 30% by the (p, 7 ) data and to about 60% if a similar E2 strength is 
expected for the neutron channel,
Specific attention to the qi+sj channel has been paid by Chew et al, l128l in the range 
JSP =: Q — 19.6MeV (S , =» 18 — 30MeV), The lsN(p,qo)1()0  90 deg yield agrees with 
Black's data !122l and shows no significant structure above the Well known GDR, but a
slowly decreasing tail. The excitation function for the lsN(p,7 1+2) 10O* shows three new 
peaks at E p =  13.45, 15.25, 16.20 MeV in addition to the already known structures at 
E p -  6.32, 7.33, 8,30 and 8.63 MeV. The coincidence method already described has been 
applied to the 6.32 and 7.33 MeV resonances
and again the measured cohc./singles ratio for the 7 - 70.13 pair is in good agreement 
with a 100% 72 branching ratio, indicating that these two states decay through the J*  == 
3“ second excited state of 180 . For tH  13.45, 15.25 and 16.20MeV resonances, the 
coinc./single j ratio in a corresponding pair of photon spectra is affected by much larger 
errors than in the case of lower peaks. Nevertheless the yield in coincidence mode is almost 
equivalent In magnitude and width to the singles yield multiplied by the factor AHaCa 
and this is taken as a clear indication of selective decay to the 6.13 MeV 3“  state. In 
the aim of selecting transitions to the 6.05 MeV0+ first excited state in 10O, the reaction 
13C(3H e,7 i+2) l80* was studied in parallel to proton capture to the same doublet of 
180 excited statfis- The interest for this lies m the fact that, as already mentioned, the
6.05 MeV 0* state is believed to have a small (10%) superposition with the 0+ g.s. wave 
function, being otherwise dominated by 4p-4h and 2p-2h configurations to which a 3p- 
3h compound state as it is presumably formed by 3He capture in 13C, can decay. The 
single 71+2 yield is explored from 3 ,* .  =  4. to £ , He =.12 MeV spanning the excitatio 1 
region from «  24 MeV to «  32 MeV, with evidence confirmed of a resonance t127! at 
3jH e =  4.5MeV (Ea =  26,45MeV). The coincidence 7  -  70,13 technique is once more 
applied but very little evidence remains of the yield curve peak in coincidence mode, when 
this is compared to the singles yield multiplied by & nAeAi Implying that the decay Is 
essentially to the J*  =  0+ first excited state at 6.05 MeV, The possibility of such a 
decrease in coincidence yield being due to an unfortunate angular correlation pattern in 
ihe selected geometry of two detectors diametrically opposed at t?,a6 =  90 deg has been 
at this stage evaluated for J*  =  2 + ,3 +  and 4+ for the resonance and any A s .  from 
0 to 4. Angular correlation calculation? give results that are still compatible with a 2+ 
assignment for the resonance. Therefore only specific angular correlation measurements 
can rule out the 2+ hypothesis In ft/ou r of the 0+ asslgnjnent, The strength of the 
26,45MeV ctate Is such that It most probably Is J "  =  1", T =  1 forming part of the
deformed GDR in lcO, of which we see, by the explored transition the 3p-3h component, 
the rest being probably located above E a =  32.6 MeV. As concerns the proton entrance 
channel, all compound states seem to decay to the 3~, T =  0 second excited state and since 
E l or M l decays have to be preferred to eventual E2 , the probabilities are restricted to 
jrr _  2± | 3± ) 4± assignment to such compound states. To make firmer spin assignments 
requires measurements of angular distributions and Chew’s group performed them l128l at 
34 energies, both on and off resonance, in the range Ep — 6 — 22 MeV (Ea — 18 — 33 MeV) 
spanning angles from 0 to 150 deg for 6 <  Ep < 10 MeV and angles from 20 to 146 deg 
for 10 <  2Jp <  21 MeV. Due to the very large variations of the angular distribution shape 
around the Ep — 8.86 MeV (237$ =  20.43 MeV) resonance, a set of angular correlations 
was measured with the main 25.4 cm 0X 30.5 cm detector positioned at (d =  90, tp = 
0) and in coincidence with either of three 12.7 cm 0X15.2 cm at (0,90), (90,180) and 
(90,90) each with an energy window at 4.5 -  8 MeV. The 90 deg 15N(p,qfo)1Q0  excitation 
function is in very good agreement with previous results so is the (p,'yi+a^ne, except 
for the resonance at E p — 7.60 M eV^19^ which is not found during this experiment. Seven 
mcjor resonances were located at Ep — 6.29, 7.31, 8.29, 8 .86 , 13.49, 15.25 and 16.25 MeV. 
Absolute cross sections were measured considering the 7  yield, fih<; detector efficiency, 
absorption in the target and beam pipe and dead time. The (jj|)oo(p>7 o) =  27,7±8,3pb sr 
at E p == 10.8,MeV,is in agreement within the experimental errors with Black’s data l122l 
(19.5±3.5 phsr) but definitely larger than thf. Earle and Tanner value (14.0±4.0 pbsr). 
The (p ,7o) angular distributions show ax values oscillating around the zero line tip to 
about E p = 11 MeV, then rising continuously to reach a value of «  +0.5 at E p =  20,5 MeV 
(Ea «  31 MeV). The a2 coefficient remains negative In the energy range of this experiment 
showing pronounced fluctuations at the lower energies and stabilizing around —0,5 above 
E p = 12 MeV. The aa and 04 coefficients are very small and compatible with 0 except 
maybe for the slightly negative 03 values at Ep > 17 MeV, thus confirming the predominant 
E l character of proton Capture to the ground state. The (p, 714-2) angular distributions 
show an ax coefficient steadily increasing from
«  0 at iJp < 10 MeV to an average of +0.4 at Ep «  21 MeV, with some high positive 
values at the lowest explored energy («  6 MeV). The a2 coefficient shows pronounced flue-
tuations, being positive at the E p =  6.29 MeV resonance, negative at the Ep =  7,31 MeV 
one, positive at the E p =  8.29 MeV peak, largely fluctuating across the Ep =  8.86 MeV res­
onance, setting to positive values from Ep =  10.5 MeV to Ep ~  12 MeV and then assuming 
a smooth trend with negative values all the way from E p =  12 MeV to Ep =  21 MeV. The 
eg and 04 values are hardly distinguishable from zero, with the largest statistical errors, 
thus bringing us to consider that the E l and M l transition modes are the leading ones in 
the decay to flrst and second excited states. All seven resonances havelsSown tofm H niy[j 
/~\deCay) to the 6<13 MeV, T =  0 state, with only the E p =  8.86 MeV one needing to be 
reconsidered, following the new evidence of abnormal angular distributions^ Assuming E l 
or M l transitions to the 6,13 MeV, 3" state, implies that compound nuclear levels with 
J*  =  2± , 3±, 4^ = are involved. For spin 3, depending on channel spin and orbital momen­
tum  mixing, a% Vanes in the range +0.37 — +0.50; for spin 2 varies from —Q.30 to —0.35 
and for spin 4 fla is in the range —0.07 4- —0.14. Based on the eg values no distinction 
is possible between spin 2 and 4 and the assignment tor the lowest resonances is as from 
Table 20, the strength of the transitions being compatible with both a T =  0 ,1  value. 
“ '"T A B L E  20'--------    1---------- -----------------------------------------— —
J* and T  assignmente based on tig values and strengths
Ep(MeV) (MeV) a2 J ” T
6.29 18.02 > 0 3 0,1
7.31 18.89 < 0 2,4 0,1
8.29 19,90 > 0 3 0,1
8.86 20.43 fluct. 1
13.49 24.77 < 0 2+, 4+ 1
15.25 26.42 < 0 2+, 4+ 1
16.25 27.36 < 0 2+, 4+ 1
The strength of the highest four states looks typical of isospln allowed El or Ml 
transitions to a T = 0  state. So it is natural to assign T—1 to these resonances and a 
2+ or 4+ J n value to the three highest in accordance with negative a2 values for these 
peaks. Since the 6.13 MeV state wave function has basically the ( l ^ ) 1-1! ^  and the
(lp ^ )- 1ld^ c'..i,r>onenta, t .ates formed by protons captured in the shell will have a 
basic component and should have large E l widths to the 6.13MeV state as
suggested from the strength of these transitions. The f t  capture can form J ’r =  3+ , 4+ 
hence a possible ju t  not conclusive suggestion is that the 13.49, 15.25 and 16.25 MeV 
resonances can be identified with 4+ states. The og coefficient varies from +0.1 just 
below the 8.86 MeV resonance to -0.7 just above, and this cannot be accounted for by any 
means by a pure spin state decaying to a 3~ state, One possibility, suggested by the 
Value just above the resonance, which is typical of an E l transition to a 0+ state, is that 
this resonance is in fact composed of two close levels, responsible for the large variation 
observed in the angular distributions. Previous 7  -  %  is coincidence results excluded such 
a possibility and the actual angular correlations which give W  =  0.5 (t? =  90,99 =  180) or 
W  =  0.75 (90,90) or W  =  1.75 (0,0), strongly suggest that only 72 radiation is observed, 
The more likely explanation is that a single state interferes with an energy independent 
coherent background. As a m atter of fact either a /  =  2 resonant spin interfering with an 
energy independent J  =  background of amplitude 0.275$ j =2, or vice-versa (as concerns 
spins),give rather good fits of the a2 coefficients for Ep = 8.5 to E p =  9.2 MeV, A strong 
M 2 state is observed in inelastic electron scattering at %  =  20,4 MeV I120!. This state has 
J "  =  2~ j 1 — 1 and could decay via M l to the 6,13 MeV state, and since the wave function 
Of this state has a large superposition with that of an M l excitation performed upon the 
6.13 MeV state, the identification of the two 20,4 MeV states as the same level is very 
plausible, The main feature of the observed GDR based tin the g.s, (Ex «  18 — 29 MeV) 
and on the 6.13 MeV second excited state (Ea «  23—32 MeV) of 1G0  can be summarized as 
follows, The 70 excitation function is characterized by a general rise in yield, with several 
r esonanceS of P «  1 MeV superimposed on this and an almost constant a2 coefficient across 
the GDR region, The picture that emerges is that bf a broad vibrational state having a 
wave function With large overlap to a proton coupled to the 15N core and therefore a: 
expected width of several MeV in the proton capture channel. This cannot be ident1' 
with any of the too sharp structures in the excretion function but can be responsible for
the almost constant 03 values and, through the admixture of a Small part of its amplitude
\
in the wave functions of the individual sharper levels, evidently characterized by more
complex configuration^ of the structured excitation function. The iL+2 excitation function 
is similarly characterized by a general rise in yield above Ea =  23MeV with 0% having 
a broad negative minimum in the region =  23 — 32 MeV, insensitive to whether the 
angular distribution is performed in coincidence with one of the three secondary maxima 
in the excitation function or iii between them. This is again consistent vHth the presence of 
a broad vibrational state responsible for the capture in this region. Evidence for J  =  2 or 
J  =  4 compound states is provided by the data. Assuming that the 6.13 Me state wave 
function is essentially that of a configuration, possible GDR configurations are
those where the particle is further promoted to a 2W  shell such as ( lp r ) - 12p, ( lp r ) - 1l /  
or those in which an extra particle is promoted out of the Ip shell such as (lp i)""2lrf2, 
( l p | ) - ald 2s, ( l p i ) - 1(lp ^ )- 1ld ;i, ( lp ^ )” 1( l p | ) ” 12fll(i, the Ip -lh  configurations being 
able alone to account for the capture radiative widths.
The GDR region in 160  has been reconsidered by O’Gonnel and Hanna I130! who 
performed a series of very detailed measurements on the 15N(p,-7o)leO reaction including 
90 deg excitation functions from Ep = 8.45 MeV to Ep — 18 MeV, in steps of 20 , 40 or 
100 keV, and also eight angles angular distributions from i? — 22 to d =  135 deg in steps 
of 100 125 250 keV from Ep =  8.6 MeV to Ep — 18 MeV. Angular distributions were 
expanded in Legendre polynomials [l-2j alternatively for k =  0 -  4o r & =  0 -  3 with the 
results on a* coefficients constantly equal to zero and not taken into account, Structures 
in the 90 deg yields are in good agreement both with previous (p,^o) measurements lli7l 
produced in the same energy region and with corresponding ('i,Po) I131* and ('•/, uq) I132! 
measurements. They show up at E* =  20,9, 22.15, 22.9, 24.25 MeV, and, but smaller, 
at Ex =  24.85 MeV, Above E^ =  25,4 MeV the yield curve falls smoothly. The absolute 
cross Section value at Ea =  22.15 MeV is of 12.9 mb. The angular distributions show 
an oi coefficient fluctuating around zu  from Ep a  8.61 MeV to Ep s= 10,5 MeV, Then 
oi is positive and appreciably increases with energy with perhaps some little structure. 
The 02 coefficient is generally negative but shows definite maxima at Ex =  21 MeV and 
in the range Ea =  22.5 -  24 MeV, being otherwise nearly constant at -0,55. The 03 
Coefficient is Obviously affected by larger statistical errors but shows compatibility with 
Zero Up to Ep — 12 MeV, then becoming Slightly negative and decreasing with energy. The
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most striking result, rather new w respect to other, lower statistics, larger energy step
experiments, is the correlation of the 03 structures with the structures in the excitation
function. The latterfhavej also^correspondence with narrow resonances observed in other
reactions, SPficifitiZIizthere is a resonance at E x «  21MeV observed in 12C(a,-y)1G0 , a
oTbserved
resonance at E a «  22.7 M e i n  14N(d,7o) O and a pair of resonances at S., «  2!iMeV 
and Ex «  25.3 MeV observed in 13G(2He,'y)10O. The picture that emerges is that «2 and 
Ao are dominated by Ip -lh  E l strength from a broadly distributed state wk -ii interferes 
with narrow np-nh configurations of the same spin and parity as the 4p-4h at Ex «  21 MeV, 
the 2p-2h at E x «  22.7 MeV and the 3p-3h at Ex > 25 MeV. A fit assuming five resonances 
at 20.95, 22.15, 22.89, 24.07 and 25.12 MeV with P values of respectively 0.32, 0.73, 0.32, 
0.59 and 3.15 MeV, can perfectly account for the observed excitation function. The two 
broad resonances at 22.15 and 25,12 MeV give the dominant E l contribution and interfere 
With the remaining one which carries only a small fraction of the E l strength. Resorting to 
polarized proton data in the same energy region we have the convincing evidence of the 
entrance channel being dominated by a d i  configuration (80%) I123!, with the rest left to 
the S | configuration. The continuum state is therefore mainly a ( lp r )~ 1ld |w i th  some 
admixture c? (lp^)""12 3 |. Shell model calculations inch-ding a particle-hole correlation 
assuming a zero range force with a Soper mixture, by BroWn et al. I1*"4; . the dipole
states in 16 O reported in table 21 with the last two carrying the most part of the E l 
strength.
TA B LE 21 ‘ 1
Dipole states configuration in 1G0
S a(MeV) P t ' d}i strength
13.3 1.0 -0.02 -0.06 -0.02 0,02 1%
17,6 0,01 0.90 -0.09 -0.38 -0.21 1%
20.0 0.06 -0.02 0.96 -0.24 -0.08 1%
22.2 0.04 0.35 0.20 0.90 -0.20 68%
25.0 -0.01 0.27 0.10 0.09 0.95 28%
The mismatch between the continuum Channel configuration and the dipole states
configuration is remarkable but the doorway state model l133l has been succesfully applied 
1134) to the lsN(p,'Yo)160  problem and accounts for the rather important contribution of p 
and n channels co the total E l strength. The iyu  72 , Ta and 74 transitions were not resolved 
in this experiment but the comprehensive -71-4 excitation function shows structures in 
qualitative agreement with those already observed in the -71+2 channel only. The doorway 
state model is specifically applied to proton capt re by Slavish and Mavis l135l and is 
reviewed and compared to the direct-semidirect model by Hanna I130!. In the doorway 
state approach the direct term enters naturally as the first step in the radiative capture 
process. W ith specific attention to p +  10N i130l the d.i or s r  proton makes a radiative 
transition from a continuum state to fill the p i  shell hole of the 15N core. Alternatively 
the direct capture may excite a p-h state such as for example a (p i ) -1 d |  or a 
th a t we have seen dominate the E l transitions calculated in 10O by Brown lll6l. This 
accounts for the mismatch of continuum and dipole configurations in 15N(p,'Yo)160  since 
it is the two dipole states that make a radiative transition to the g.s. of 10O, acting as 
the primary doorway states. But more complex configurations can be involved since the 
primary doorway may well excite secondary 2p-2h or many particles-many holes doorway 
states which at any step may revert to states of the GDR and radiatively deexcite. As 
a m atter of fact the direct-semidirect model and the doorway state model are equivalent 
approaches to  the same problem, the former dealing With hydrodynamical properties of 
the GDR and the latter with its microscopic nature.
1-12 G D R ’s b u ilt on excited  10 0  sta tes
Extension of (p,^) measurements above the GDR region in 10O has been firstly per­
formed by a group including the author at the Milano cyclotron I137! where unpolarized 
protons from E p =  18 to Ep == 40MeV were available. Seven point augu’:,r distributions 
were measured at ten proton energies: 18.1,19.7, 20.7, 21.7, 23.8, 25.8, 27.8, 31.8, 35.8 and
39.8 MeV respectively. They were subsequently fitted by a four term Legendre polynomial 
expansion [1-43] to obtain e i . . .04  coefficients and total cross section for the 'Yo channel 
and a series of transitions all to Ip- Ih final states in 10O, for which the Corresponding 
1  peaks could confidently be extracted from the collected photon Spectra (Figure 17).
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configuration is remarkable but the doorway state model l133l has been succesfully applied 
[134] tlm 1GN(p,'7o)1G0  problem and accounts for the rather important contribution of p 
and n channels to the total E l strength. The «yi, nfa, la  and -74 transitions were not resolved 
in this experiment but the comprehensive 71-4  excitation function shows structures in 
qualitative agreement with those already observed in the 11+2 channel only. The doorway 
state model is specifically applied to proton capture by Glavish and Mavis (1351 and is 
reviewed and compared to the dlrect-semidirect model by Hanna I136!. In the doorway 
state approach the direct term enters naturally as the first step in the radiative capture 
process. With specific attention to p +  15N I136! the d* or s i  proton makes a radiative 
transition from a continuum state to fill the p i  shell hole of the 1EN core. Alternatively 
the direct capture may excite a p-h Ptate such as for example a ( p a ) " 1 ^  or a ( p | ) " ' 1c Z a ,  
th a t we have seen dominate the E l transitions calculated in 16 0  by Brown lu6 l. This 
accounts for the mismatch of continuum and dipole configurations in l5N(p,nfo)180  since 
it is the two dipole states that make a radiative transition to the g.s. of 160 , acting as 
the primary doorway states. But more complex configurations can be involved since the 
primary doorway may well excite secondary 2p-2h or many particles-many holes doorway 
states which at any step may revert to states of the GDE and radiatively deexcite. As 
a m atter of fact the dlrect-semidirect model and the doorway state model are equivalent 
approaches to the same problem, the former dealing with hydrodynamics! properties of 
the GDR and the latter with its microscopic nature.
1-12 G D E ’s b u ilt on excited  10 0  s ta tes
Extension of (p,7) measurements above the GDR region in 160  has bean firstly per­
formed by a group including the author at the Milano cyclotron t137l where unpolarized 
protons from E p -  18 to Ep =  40 MeV Were available. Seven point angular distributions 
were measured at ten proton energies; 18.1,19.7, 20.7, 21.7, 23.8, 25.8, 27.8, 31.8, 35.8 and
39.8 MeV respectively. They were subsequently fitted by a four term Legendre polynomial 
expansion [1-43] to obtain <n . . . 0 4  coefficients and total cross section for the 70 channel 
and a series of transitions all to Ip-lh  final states in 160 , for which the corresponding 
7  peaks could confidently be extracted from the collected photon spectra (Figure 17).
These included states at 6.13-6.9, 8.9-9.6, 11.6 and 12.6 +13.1 MeV all having a dominant 
( ip * )" 1 configuration. The spectrum stripping procedure into nine peaks and a continu­
ous background is indicated by the dashed curves in Figure 17, and requires the knowledge 
of the Intrinsic response function F (w ,^ )  and efficiency which
can be provided by a reliable Monte Carlo calculation to extract single peak areas 
and infer absolute vabes to the cross section. The actual line shape S(w ,Ey ) is obtained 
by Gaussian convolution of the intrinsic response function:
S ( u ,E y) ~  J  U )dw' [l -  83]
with the statistical variance cr, determined from a set of well resolved u B(p,70) 12C and 
C(p»7o) N gamma lines I70), Examples of the angular distributions obtained for the 
ground and some excited states are given in figures 18 and 19. The g ro t.».1 state transition 
is summarized in figure 20. The angular distributions (Figure 18) show a forward peaking 
more pronounced at high energies due to (E1,E2) interference, as revealed by the fll and 
o2 coefficients, and by the non-zero a3 and a4 coefficients sensitive respectively to (El,E2) 
interference and to quadrupole strength. High energy (7 ,p0) data I130! require the inclusion 
of o5 which depends on (E2,E3) interference and aa which depends on |£ 3 |2, showing the 
presence of a non-negligible electric octupole component. No significant fit improvement 
is observed in the present data when such addition is attempted. Two theoretical models 
have been compared to the data. One consists of a self consistent RPA calculation 
M  where the single particle energies, the bound and scattering state wave functions and 
the particle-hole interaction are obtained from phenomenological forces. Skyrme-3 type 
nucleon-nucleon Interaction is adopted, which accounts for the long range correlations 
and neglects tensor terms. Meson exchange currents are accounted for by the use of the 
Siegert theorem. Dipole and quadrupole matrix elements only are computed and the 
predictions are for an E l strength peaked at 21 MeV and then slowly decreasing towards 
higher energies. The E2 strength peaks at E x *  21 MeV but remains considerably high 
up to 60 MeV where it begins to be bigger than E l. As seen from the comparison with 
the experimental a0 . . .  a4 values relative to 70 radiation, the capture quadrupole strength 
la responsible mainly through (El,E2) of the observed angular^coefficients behaviour, the
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F IG U R E  17 Photon spectra from the reaction 16N(p,7)10O at ^  =  20 MeV and =  40 MeV, Shown is 
the unpeelmg qf the spectra into a continuous background and a series of peaks corresponding to transitions 
to a selected set of 10O states.
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FIGXJIIE 18 Angular distributions for this lcN (pno)100  at a few proton energies,
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FIGURE 20 Angular distribution coefficients for the reaction compared with the theoretical
calculations of ref. |81| (full lines) and ref. [82] (dashed ctirv- ij,
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overall agreement being fairly good at least above the GDR specially if we consider the 
downward shifting of the RPA E2 strength with respect to the experimental points, The 
Second model M  consists of a a direct plus semidirect interaction, using phenomenological 
single particle wave functions, where ground state correlations have been included through 
a Yukawa effective nucleon-nucleon potential. Exchange currents are explicitly included 
by the use of effective two-body operators, and tensor correlations are partly included by a 
renormalisation of the residual interaction strength to the dipole sum rule. Above SOMeV 
the agreement with the data is better than for the RPA calculation, certainly because tensor 
correlations begin to influence the dipole cross section at such energies. The total (%po) 
cross section is plotted in Figure 21, the integrated value up to 100 MeV is 57.8±5. mbMeV 
with the cross section above SOMeV * ntributing with 8 ,0 pbMeV. The proton channel 
thus exhausts 24% of the classical sum rule and 18% of the integrated value as evaluated 
from total absorption measurements extended Up to 100 MeV l14Ql. Expansion [1-43] has 
also been applied to (p, i a) data, which show smoother angular distributions increasing the 
difficulty of establishing the correct a*. Values, The constraints [1-44] have been imposed 
with the consequence of an extra 5% uncertainty (40% for 04) to be added to the statistical 
errors. The results for the unresolved 6,13 -  6.92 MeV and the 12.6 -  13,1 MeV groups of 
states, reported in Figure 22, can be taken as well representative of the general situation 
for (p,%) transitions. There is evidence of a dominant E l absorption, responsible for the 
large a2 values, with non negligible (E1,E2) interference contribution to the ai and o3 
terms, due to appreciable E2 strength which should be concentrated around 30 -  40 MeV 
as observed by the 1,2C(o!,7lc) 1-l30  reaction From the energy behaviour Of the (p, 
angular distributions and from the integrated cross section reported in Figure 23 for the 
ground and the excited states transitions, emerges once more the systematic existence 
of resonances in each channel, If one notices that the final states involved are largely 
dominated by Ip -lh  Configurations with a hole in the Ipx  shell, as it la for the continuum 
initial state, one is naturally led to the description of p radiative capture as a single 
particle process, extremely selective for the nature of the final excited state (which mostly 
matches the entrance channel configuration) and dominated by E l reSonanc present in 
each excited state, and clearly identified in their nature by the almost general behaviour
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FIGURE 21 Ground State photodisintegration cross Section (-ypo) as a function of the incident photon 
energy.
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